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Abstract 
 1 
The maintenance of the functional integrity of the intestinal epithelium requires a tight 2 

coordination between cell production, migration and shedding along the crypt-villus axis. 3 
Dysregulation of these processes may result in loss of the intestinal barrier and disease.  With the 4 
aim of generating a more complete and integrated understanding of how the epithelium maintains 5 
homeostasis and recovers after injury, we have built a multi-scale agent-based model (ABM) of the 6 
mouse intestinal epithelium. We demonstrate that stable, self-organizing behaviour in the crypt 7 
emerges from the dynamic interaction of multiple signalling pathways, such as Wnt, Notch, BMP, 8 
ZNRF3/RNF43 and YAP-Hippo pathways, which regulate proliferation and differentiation, respond to 9 
environmental mechanical cues, form feedback mechanisms and modulate the dynamics of the cell 10 
cycle protein network. The model recapitulates the crypt phenotype reported after persistent stem 11 
cell ablation and after the inhibition of the CDK1 cycle protein. Moreover, we simulated 5-12 
fluorouracil (5-FU)-induced toxicity at multiple scales starting from DNA and RNA damage, which 13 
disrupts the cell cycle, cell signalling, proliferation, differentiation and migration and leads to loss of 14 
barrier integrity. During recovery, our in-silico crypt regenerates its structure in a self-organizing, 15 
dynamic fashion driven by dedifferentiation and enhanced by negative feedback loops. Thus, the 16 
model enables the simulation of xenobiotic-, in particular chemotherapy-, induced mechanisms of 17 
intestinal toxicity and epithelial recovery. Overall, we present a systems model able to simulate the 18 
disruption of molecular events and its impact across multiple levels of epithelial organization and 19 
demonstrate its application to epithelial research and drug development. 20 
  21 
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Introduction 22 
The intestinal tract is lined by a cellular monolayer which is folded to form invaginations, 23 

called crypts, and protrusions, called villi, in the small intestine. The stem cell niche is formed by 24 
intermingling Paneth and stem cells located at the base of the crypt (1). Stem cells divide 25 
symmetrically, forming a pool of equipotent cells that replace each other following neutral drift 26 
dynamics (2). Continuously dividing stem cells at the base of the crypt give rise to secretory and 27 
proliferative absorptive progenitors that migrate towards the villus, driven by proliferation-derived 28 
forces (3). The transit amplifying region above the stem cell niche fuels the rapid renewal of the 29 
epithelium. The equilibrium of this dynamic system is maintained by cell shedding from the villus tip 30 
into the gut lumen (4).  31 

Epithelial cell dynamics is orchestrated by tightly regulated signalling pathways. Two 32 
counteracting gradients run along the crypt-villus axis: the Wnt gradient, secreted by mesenchymal 33 
and Paneth cells at the bottom of the crypt, and the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) gradient 34 
generated in the villus mesenchyme, with BMP inhibitors secreted by myofibroblasts and smooth 35 
muscle cells located around the stem cell niche (5). These two signalling pathways are also the target 36 
of stabilizing negative feedback loops comprising the turnover of Wnt receptors (6-9) and the 37 
modulation of BMP secretion (10, 11). Paneth cells and mesenchymal cells surrounding the niche 38 
also secrete other proliferation-enhancing molecules such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and 39 
transforming growth factor-α (TGFα) (5). In addition, Notch signalling mediated lateral inhibition 40 
mechanisms are essential for stem cell maintenance and differentiation into absorptive and 41 
secretory progenitors (5). There is also an increasing awareness of the importance of the mechanical 42 
regulation of cell proliferation through the Hippo signalling pathway interplaying with several of the 43 
key signals, such as EGF, WNT and Notch, although the exact mechanisms are not currently fully 44 
understood (5). 45 

The imbalance of this tightly orchestrated system contributes to pathological conditions, 46 
including microbial infections, intestinal inflammatory disorders, extra-intestinal autoimmune 47 
diseases, and metabolic disorders (12). In addition, critically ill patients and patients receiving 48 
chemotherapy/radiotherapy often show severely compromised intestinal barrier integrity (12). For 49 
instance, oncotherapeutics-induced gastrointestinal toxicity is frequently a life-threatening condition 50 
that leads to dose reduction, delay and cessation of treatment and presents a constant challenge for 51 
the development of efficient and tolerable cancer treatments (13-16). This intestinal toxicity often 52 
results from the interaction of the drug with its intended molecular target such as cell cycle proteins 53 
(17) or the disruption of the cycle through DNA-damage (18). Multiscale models integrating our 54 
knowledge on how the epithelium maintains homeostasis and responds to injury can contribute to 55 
understand epithelial biology and to quantify the risk of intestinal toxicity during drug development.  56 

Several agent-based models (ABMs) have been proposed to describe the complexity and 57 
dynamic nature of the intestinal crypt. Early models were used as in silico platforms to study the 58 
dynamics and cellular organisation of the crypt. For instance, one of the pioneering ABMs was used 59 
to study the distribution and organisation of labelling and mitotic indices (19). This model comprises 60 
a fixed ring of Paneth cells beneath a row of stem cells, which divide asymmetrically to produce a 61 
stem cell and a transit-amplifying cell that terminally differentiates after a fixed number of divisions. 62 
Some subsequent models are lattice-free, recapitulate neutral drift of equipotent stem cells and 63 
describe proliferation and cell fate regulated by a fixed Wnt signalling spatial gradient, which is 64 
defined by the distance from the crypt base, with proliferating cells progressing through discrete 65 
phases of the cell cycle and showing variable duration of the G1 phase (20). Further model 66 
refinements can be seen in the model of Buske et al (2011), with stochastic cell growth and division 67 
time (21), Wnt levels defined by the fixed local curvature of the crypt and lateral inhibition driven by 68 
Notch signalling. Here, we present a lattice-free agent-based model that describes the 69 
spatiotemporal dynamics of single cells in the small intestinal crypt driven by the interaction of 70 
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surface tethered Wnt signals, cell-cell Notch signalling, BMP diffusive signals, RNF43/ZNRF3-71 
mediated feedback mechanisms and the cycle protein network responding to the crypt mechanical 72 
environment. We show that our computational model enables the simulation of the ablation and 73 
recovery of the stem cell niche as well as of how drug-induced molecular perturbations trigger a 74 
cascade of disruptive events spanning from the cell cycle to single cell arrest and/or apoptosis, 75 
altered cell migration and turnover and ultimately loss of epithelial integrity.  76 

 77 
Results 78 
Modelling a self-organizing crypt using an agent-based model 79 
We have modelled the mouse intestinal crypt as a self-organizing system where cell 80 

dynamics and cell composition arise from local interactions between single cells and the 81 
mesenchyme through signalling pathways with behaviours (proliferation, differentiation, fate 82 
decision, migration, etc.) determined largely by endogenous intracellular and intercellular 83 
interactions. 84 

The model describes the spatiotemporal dynamics of stem cells and progenitors undergoing 85 
division cycles and responding to intercellular signalling to differentiate into Paneth, goblet and 86 
enteroendocrine cells and enterocytes (Figure 1A). All cells interact physically and biochemically in 87 
the geometry of the crypt. Stem cells intermingle with Paneth cells at the bottom of the crypt and 88 
randomly replace each other. Progenitors and mature cells migrate towards the villus driven by 89 
proliferation forces (Figure 1A). To achieve a stable crypt cell composition under constant cell 90 
renewal dynamics, we have implemented several signalling mechanisms which include the Wnt, 91 
Notch and BMP pathways essential for morphogenesis and homeostasis of the intestinal crypt (5, 92 
22-25), the YAP-Hippo signalling pathway responding to mechanical forces and modulating contact 93 
inhibition of proliferation (26) and a ZNRF3/RNF43-like mediated feedback mechanism between 94 
Paneth and stem cells to regulate the size of the stem cell niche according to experimental reports 95 
(6, 7, 27) (Figure 1B).  96 

 97 
The Wnt pathway is the primary pathway associated with stem cell maintenance and cell 98 

proliferation in the crypt (22, 28). Our model implements two sources of Wnt signals described in 99 
the crypt: Paneth cells (29) and mesenchymal cells surrounding the stem cell niche at the crypt base 100 
(30). Wnt signalling is modelled as a short-range field around Wnt-emitting Paneth and 101 
mesenchymal cells with Wnt signals tethered to receptive cells as previously reported (27, 31). 102 
Surface tethered signals are split between daughter cells upon cell division (5, 27), which results in a 103 
gradual depletion of tethered Wnt signals as cells divide and migrate towards the villus away from 104 
Wnt sources (Figures 1A-1B). Notch signalling is also implemented in the model with Notch ligands 105 
expressed by secretory cells binding to Notch receptors on neighbouring cells and preventing them 106 
from differentiating into secretory fates, in a process known as lateral inhibition, that leads to a 107 
checkerboard/on-off pattern of Paneth and stem cells in the niche (23). Specifically, in our model, 108 
high Wnt and Notch signalling environments are required to maintain stemness, as reported in 109 
literature (32) while under low Notch and high Wnt signalling, stem cells differentiate into secretory 110 
cells, including Paneth cells. On the other hand, Notch signalling also mediates the process of Paneth 111 
cell de-differentiation into stem cells to regenerate the niche as previously reported (33, 34). Stem 112 
cells with decreased levels of Wnt signalling, usually located outside the niche, differentiate into 113 
absorptive proliferating progenitors or alternatively into secretory progenitors in the absence of 114 
Notch signals (Figure 1C).  115 

 116 
In our model, mechanical stimuli, captured through the YAP-Hippo signalling pathway (26, 117 

35-37), indirectly interact with the Notch and Wnt signalling pathways. We recapitulate YAP-118 
mediated contact inhibition of proliferation by using cell compression to modulate the duration of 119 
the division cycle which increases when cells are densely squeezed, such as in the stem cell niche, 120 
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and decreases if cell density falls, for instance in the transit amplifying compartment or in cases of 121 
crypt damage (Figures 1A-B). In agreement with experimental reports (38), in our model, Paneth 122 
cells are assumed to be stiffer and larger than other epithelial cells, requiring higher forces to be 123 
displaced and generating high intercellular pressure in the niche. Due to the increased mechanical 124 
pressure, cells in the niche have longer division cycles and can accumulate more Wnt and Notch 125 
signals. These premises imply that Paneth cells enhance their own production by generating Wnt 126 
signals and inducing prolonged division times, which increases stem and Paneth cell production and 127 
could lead to unlimited expansion of the niche recapitulating the phenotype seen in ZNRF3/RNF43 128 
knockout mice (7) (see Appendix Section 11). To generate a niche of stable size, we implemented a 129 
negative Wnt-mediated feedback loop that resembles the reported stem cell production of 130 
RNF43/ZNRF3 ligands to increase the turnover of Wnt receptors in nearby cells (6-9). Similarly, in our 131 
model, a number of stem cells in excess of the homeostatic value reduces cell tethering of Wnt 132 
ligands and hence inhibits Paneth and stem cell generation  (Figures 1A-B). 133 

 134 
The Wnt gradient in the crypt is opposed by a gradient of bone morphogenic protein (BMP) 135 

that inhibits cell proliferation and promotes differentiation (39). We assume that enterocytes 136 
secrete diffusing signals, resembling Indian Hedgehog signals (10), that induce mesenchymal cells to 137 
generate a BMP signalling gradient effective to prevent proliferative cells from reaching the villus 138 
(Figures 1A-B). Based on experimental evidence, we also assume that BMP activity is counteracted 139 
by BMP antagonist-secreting mesenchymal cells surrounding the stem cell niche (40). Proliferative 140 
absorptive progenitors migrating towards the villus lose Wnt during every division and eventually 141 
meet values of BMP that overcome the proliferation-inducing effect of Wnt signalling (25). We found 142 
that a homeostatic crypt cell composition is achieved when BMP and Wnt differentiation thresholds 143 
result in progenitors dividing approximately four times before differentiating into enterocytes 144 
(Figure 1C). In our model, the BMP signalling gradient responds dynamically to the number of 145 
enterocytes, giving rise to a negative feedback loop between enterocytes on the villus and their 146 
proliferative progenitors in the crypt that recapitulates the enhanced crypt proliferation observed 147 
after epithelial damage (10, 41, 42). For instance, a decreased number of enterocytes results in 148 
reduced production of BMP, which enables progenitor cells to divide and migrate further up the 149 
crypt before meeting BMP levels higher than the differentiation threshold.  150 

  151 
All together our model describes single cells that generate and respond to signals and 152 

mechanical pressures in the crypt-villus geometry to give rise to a self-organizing crypt which has 153 
stable spatial cell composition over time (Figure 1D) and reproduces reported experimental data 154 
(21). An extended description of these modelling features is provided in the Appendix. 155 

 156 
The cell cycle protein network governs proliferation in each single cell of the ABM and 157 

responds to mechanical cues 158 
We have used the model of Csikasz-Nagy et al. (43), which is based on the seminal work of 159 

Novak and Tyson (44-46) and available in BioModels (47), to recreate the dynamics of the main 160 
proteins governing the mammalian cell cycle in each single proliferative cell of the ABM. In this 161 
model, a dividing cell begins in G1, with low levels of Cyclins A, B and E and a high level of Wee1, and 162 
progresses to S-phase when Cyclin E increases. S-phase ends and G2 begins when Wee1 falls. The 163 
decrease in Cyclin A expression defines the start of M-phase, while falling Cyclin B implies the end of 164 
M-phase, when the cell divides into two daughter cells with half the final mass value and re-enters 165 
the cell cycle (Figures 2A-2D). 166 

 167 
To implement YAP-Hippo mediated contact inhibition of proliferation, we have modified the 168 

dynamics of the proteins of the Csikasz-Nagy model to respond to mechanical cues encountered by 169 
cells migrating along the crypt. Crowded, constrained environments result in longer cycles, such as in 170 
stem cells in the niche, while decreased intercellular forces lead to shortened cycles as cells migrate 171 
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towards the villus in agreement with experimental reports (4, 48, 49). The shorter cycle duration in 172 
absorptive progenitors has been mainly associated with shortening/omission of G1, while the 173 
duration of S phase is less variable (4). Using the model of Csikasz-Nagy et al. (43), we modulated the 174 
duration of G1 through the production rate of the p27 protein. The p27 protein has been reported to 175 
regulate the duration of G1 by preventing the activation of Cyclin E-Cdk2 which induces DNA 176 
replication and the beginning of S-phase (50). We, hence, hypothesized that rapid cycling absorptive 177 
progenitors located in regions of low mechanical pressure outside the stem cell niche have low 178 
levels of p27, which bring forward the start of S-phase to shorten G1 (Figures 2D). In support of this 179 
hypothesis, it has been demonstrated that p27 inhibition has no effect on the proliferation of 180 
absorptive progenitors (51) (see the Appendix for a full description). These new features of the cell 181 
cycle model are updated dynamically and continuously to respond to changes in mechanical 182 
pressure experienced by each cell as it migrates along the crypt. 183 

 184 
To demonstrate the performance of the model to reproduce the spatiotemporal cell dynamics and 185 
composition of a homeostatic crypt, we simulated previous published mouse experiments (3, 52) 186 
comprising 5-bromo-29-deoxyuridine (BrdU) tracking (Figure 2E) and Ki-67 staining (Figure 2F). BrdU, 187 
is a thymidine analogue often used to track proliferative cells and their descendants along the crypt–188 
villus axis (53, 54). BrdU  is incorporated into the newly synthesized DNA of dividing cells during S-189 
phase and transmitted to daughter cells, regardless of whether they proliferate. If the exogenous 190 
administration of this molecule is discontinued, the cell label content is diluted by each cell division 191 
and is no longer detected after 4–5 generations(55). To simulate the BrdU chase experiment after a 192 
single BrdU pulse, we assumed that any cell in S-phase incorporated BrdU permanently into its DNA 193 
for the first 120 minutes after injection of BrdU and BrdU cell content was diluted upon cell division 194 
such that after five cell divisions, BrdU was not detectable. See Appendix for a complete description.  195 
The BrdU chase simulation showed that the observed initial distribution of cells in S-phase as well as 196 
division, differentiation and migration of BrdU-positive cells over time were replicated by our model 197 
(Figure 2E).  198 

 199 
Ki-67 is a protein produced by actively proliferating cells during the S-, G2- and M-phase of 200 

the division cycle (56). Due to the time required for this protein to be catabolized (57), Ki-67 is also 201 
detected in quiescent or non-proliferative cells after exiting the cycle (57) and during G1 in 202 
continuously cycling cells (56).  Our simulations assumed that Ki-67 is detected in continuously 203 
cycling cells, cells re-entering the cycle after arrest except during G1, as well as in differentiated cells 204 
that were cycling within the past 6 hours and recently drug-arrested cells. See Appendix for a 205 
complete description.  Similarly, we observed that the ABM-simulated spatial distribution along the 206 
crypt of Ki-67 positive cells recapitulated observations in mouse ileum (Figure 2F). 207 

 208 
In summary, proliferative cells in the ABM respond to mechanical cues by adjusting the cell 209 

cycle protein network to dynamically change the duration of the cycle while migrating along the 210 
crypt. With this feature, the model replicates spatiotemporal patterns of cell proliferation, 211 
differentiation and migration observed in mouse experiments. 212 

 213 
Cell plasticity/de-differentiation enables crypt regeneration following damage of the stem 214 

cell niche 215 
Marker-based lineage tracing studies have demonstrated numerous potential sources 216 

available for intestinal stem cell regeneration (58). In line with these studies, our model assumes 217 
that cell fate decisions are reversible and both secretory and absorptive cells are able to revert into 218 
stem cells when regaining sufficient Wnt and Notch signals.  219 

 220 
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To investigate the potential of the ABM to describe and explore cell plasticity dynamics, we 221 
simulated the repeated ablation of intestinal stem cells resembling a previously published study (59). 222 
Following the experimental set up in that study, we simulated the diphtheria toxin receptor-223 
mediated conditional targeted ablation of stem cells for four consecutive days considering that 224 
ablation was completed after the first 24h (60) and  persistently inducing stem cell death during the 225 
remaining  days of treatment (Figure 3A-C). Our simulations showed that 6 hours after the last 226 
induction, stem cells were not detected, Paneth cells decreased by 75-100% (Figure 3B) and the 227 
villus length was reduced by about 10-20% (Figure 3C) which was similar to the reported 228 
experimental findings (59). Simulated proliferative absorptive progenitors were indirectly affected 229 
by stem cell ablation and their decrease was followed by a reduction in mature enterocytes. The 230 
progenitors recovered after treatment interruption to later reach values above baseline when 231 
responding to the negative feedback signalling from mature enterocytes (Figure 3A). In our 232 
simulations, enhanced crypt proliferation was not accompanied by simultaneous villus recovery, 233 
which started later. Tan et al. (59) reported similar results with increased crypt proliferation 234 
replenishing first the crypt and not contributing immediately to villus recovery. See Video 1 to 235 
visualize the response of the crypt.   236 

 237 
We next studied the type of cells that were dedifferentiating during the simulated repeated 238 

ablation of stem cells and found that in agreement with experimental reports, Paneth cells (34), 239 
absorptive progenitors (61) and quiescent stem cells located just above the stem cell niche at the 240 
fourth cell position from the crypt base (62) dedifferentiated into stem cells. Specifically, from all 241 
dedifferentiated cells, about 60% were Paneth cells, 30% absorptive progenitors and 10% secretory 242 
progenitors, which are considered quiescent stem cells as previously suggested (63). Furthermore, 243 
we used our model to explore the retrograde motion, reported using intravital microscopy (64), of 244 
cells returning to the niche to de-differentiate into stem cells. For cells outside the niche, movement 245 
is retrograde when its velocity is negative in the z direction, i.e., they move towards the niche across 246 
the longitudinal crypt villus axis. For cells in the hemispherical niche, we consider a cell to move 247 
forward, towards the villus, or backward, towards the crypt base, if the rate of change of its polar 248 
angle is positive or negative, respectively. This implies that cells can be recorded to move backwards 249 
despite being located at the crypt base. We observed that the frequency of retrograde, or backward, 250 
movements is relatively high at low positions in a crypt in homeostasis (Figure 3D) and increases 251 
further after stem cell ablation, reflecting increased retrograde cellular motion as cells repopulate 252 
the niche. While in homeostasis the progeny of a stem cell generally differentiates into a cascade of 253 
absorptive and secretory progenitors that migrate towards the villus and eventually leave the crypt 254 
(Figure 3E). Following the interruption of stem cell ablation, during recovery absorptive progenitors 255 
return to the niche and dedifferentiate to regenerate multiple stem and Paneth cells as well as 256 
progenitors (Figure 3E).  257 

 258 
Taken together, our model recapitulates cellular reprogramming of both multipotent 259 

precursors and committed progeny in the crypt and replicates the reported crypt injury dynamics 260 
following persistent ablation of stem cells (59). 261 

 262 
Disturbance of cell cycle proteins spans across scales to impact on crypt and villus 263 

organization  264 
The model of Csikasz-Nagy et al. (43) enables the simulation of the disruption of the main 265 

proteins governing the cell cycle in each single proliferative cell of the ABM. CDKs play important 266 
roles in the control of cell division (65) and the development of CDK inhibitors for cancer treatment 267 
is an active field of research (17). 268 

 269 
To explore the effect of the disruption of the cell cycle on epithelial integrity, we simulated 270 

the inhibition of CDK1 for 6 hours, every 12 hours for 4 consecutive days, resembling epithelial 271 
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toxicity of a theoretical drug. CDK1 is reported to be the only CDK essential for the cell cycle in 272 
mammals (66). CDK1 triggers the initiation of cytokinesis by inducing the nuclear localization of 273 
mitotic cyclins A and B (67) and its inhibition has been proposed as a cancer therapy with potentially 274 
higher efficacy than the inactivation of other CDKs (68). To mimic CDK1 inhibition, we added a term 275 
to the CycA/CDK1,2 and CycB/CDK1 differential equations of the Csikasz-Nagy model (43) that 276 
strongly reduces the production of both CycA/CDK1,2 and CycB/CDK1 during the CDK1 inhibition 277 
period (Figure 4 A-E) (See the Appendix). 278 

 279 
It has been experimentally demonstrated that the selective inhibition of CDK1 activity in cells 280 

programmed to endoreduplicate (i.e. cells that can duplicate their genome in the absence of 281 
intervening mitosis) leads to the formation of stable nonproliferating giant cells, whereas the same 282 
treatment triggers apoptosis in cells that are not developmentally programmed to endoreduplicate 283 
(69). Although endoreduplication is not expected in crypt cells, enlarged polynucleated cells have 284 
been reported to remain in the epithelium without dying in a recent light-sheet organoid imaging 285 
study tracking the progeny of a cell after cytokinesis failure induced by the inhibition of LATS1 (70), 286 
which is phosphorylated by CDK1 during mitosis (71). Thus, we chose to replicate this phenotype to 287 
show the capacity of our model to predict possible complex responses in the intestine. Following 288 
CDK1 inhibition, we detected over-sized cells in the ABM (Figure 4A). The inhibition of the activation 289 
of cyclins A and B altered the modelled protein profiles, disturbing progression through G2 and M-290 
phase and preventing the cell mass from dividing before reinitiating a new cycle (Figure 4B). Thus, a 291 
cell could either be (i) unaffected if it was at the early stages of the cycle (Figure 4C); or (ii) restart 292 
the cell cycle if CDK1 was inhibited while the cell was at the end of G2 and unable to enter M-phase 293 
or in M-phase and unable to complete cytokinesis. In this case, the inhibition of cyclins A and B led 294 
to an early increase of cyclin E and the premature restart of G1 with the generation of over-sized 295 
cells, which are ultimately arrested (Figure 4D); or (iii) cells in M phase can undergo mitotic death if 296 
the reduction of cyclins A and B severely disrupts the protein network (Figure 4E). Hence, the failure 297 
to culminate M-phase resulted in cell death or generation of over-sized, nonproliferating cells, which 298 
led to a reduction of the crypt overall cell number (Figure 4F) and the turnover of villus cells (Figure 299 
4G). Appendix - Figure 1 shows the response of all cell lineages to CDK1 inhibition and  Video 2 300 
shows the 3-dimensional visualization of the crypt during this treatment.   301 

 302 
Altogether our ABM enables the simulation of how disruptions of the cell cycle protein 303 

network span across scales to generate complex phenotypes, such as giant cells, and impact on the 304 
integrity of the crypt and villus structure.  305 

 306 
A practical application of the ABM to describe 5-fluoruracil (5-FU) induced epithelial injury at 307 

multiple scales 308 
5-fluoruracil (5-FU) is a well-studied and commonly administered cancer drug (72) with 309 

reported high incidence of gastrointestinal adverse effects in treated patients (13). 5-FU is a 310 
pyrimidine antimetabolite cytotoxin which has multiple mechanisms of action upon conversion to 311 
several nucleotides that induce DNA and RNA damage (72). Antimetabolites resemble nucleotides 312 
and nucleotide precursors that inhibit nucleotide metabolism pathways, and hence DNA synthesis, 313 
as well as impair the replication fork progression after being incorporated into the DNA (18). 314 

To explore the performance of our ABM to predict epithelial injury, we used results from 315 
experiments in mice dosed with 50 and 20 mg/kg of 5-FU every 12 h for four days to achieve drug 316 
exposures similar to those observed in patients (73). 5-FU pharmacokinetics is metabolized into 317 
three active metabolites FUTP, FdUMP and FdUTP (72). Based on previous reports, we assumed that 318 
FUTP is incorporated into RNA of proliferative cells leading to global changes in cell cycle proteins 319 
(74) while FdUTP is incorporated into DNA (72) during S-phase resulting in the accumulation of 320 
damaged DNA. In our model, DNA and/or RNA damage can be repaired or lead to cell arrest or 321 
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apoptosis (Figure 5A). We did not implement the inhibition of thymidylate synthase (TS) by FdUMP 322 
because the impact of this mechanism on intestinal toxicity is not completely understood (74). A 323 
previously published 5-FU PK model (75 ) was integrated into the ABM to describe the dynamic 324 
profile of the concentration of 5-FU and its metabolites in plasma and GI epithelium after dosing 325 
(Figure 5B). 326 

Figure 5C shows the cell cycle protein dynamics and fate decision when 5-FU challenge took 327 
place at the beginning of S-phase and led to the accumulation of relatively high levels of DNA 328 
damage which triggered cell death at the G2-M-phase checkpoint. When the challenged cell was at 329 
the end of S-phase, the accumulated levels of DNA damage were not high enough to be detected at 330 
the G2-M phase checkpoint and the cell finished the cycle and restarted a new cycle at slower rate 331 
due to concurrent RNA damage and relatively low level of DNA damage (Figure 5D). 332 

Figure 5E shows that predicted and observed Ki-67 positive cells declined gradually over time 333 
at all positions in the crypt during the 5-FU high dose treatment. However, the numbers recovered, 334 
reaching values above baseline, two days after the interruption of 5-FU administration. The 335 
increased rebound of the proliferative crypt compartment after treatment was captured in our ABM 336 
by the implemented BMP-mediated feedback mechanism from mature enterocytes to proliferative 337 
cells (see BMP signalling section in the Appendix). For this treatment, both simulated and observed 338 
total number of cells in the crypt followed the same pattern as the proliferative compartment 339 
(Figure 5F), while the decline of villus cells started later and took longer to achieve full  recovery  340 
(Figure 5G). Appendix - Figure 2A-B shows the response of all cell lineages during this treatment and 341 
Video 3 shows the three-dimensional visualization of the simulated crypt and changes in signalling 342 
pathways and cell composition during the high-dose 5-FU challenge. The low dose of 5-FU had a 343 
minor impact on crypt proliferation and villus integrity, which was also recapitulated by the model 344 
(Appendix - Figure 2C-E).  345 

 346 
Overall, the ABM recapitulates DNA and RNA damage resulting in cell cycle disruption 347 

associated with 5-FU administration and describes the propagation of the injury across scales to 348 
disturb epithelial integrity. The loss of epithelial barrier integrity is widely accepted to be the 349 
triggering event of chemotherapy-induced diarrhea (16) which is reported in mice at the doses used 350 
in this study (73) as well as observed in patients undergoing equivalent treatments (76). 351 

 352 
Discussion 353 
We have built a multi-scale agent-based model of the small intestinal crypt with self-354 

organizing, stable behaviour that emerges from the dynamic interaction of the Wnt, Notch, BMP and 355 
ZNRF3/RNF43 pathways orchestrating cellular fate and feedback regulatory loops and includes 356 
contact inhibition of proliferation, RNA and DNA metabolism and the cell cycle protein interaction 357 
network regulating progression across division stages.  358 

 359 
In our model, the stability of the niche is achieved by a negative feedback mechanism from 360 

stem cells to Wnt respondent cells that resembles the reported turnover of Wnt receptors by 361 
ZNRF3/RNF43 ligands secreted by stem cells (6-9). Wnt signals generated from mesenchymal cells 362 
and Paneth cells at the bottom of the crypt are tethered to receptive cells and divided between 363 
daughter cells upon division, which forms a decreasing Wnt gradient towards the villi that stimulates 364 
cell proliferation and ensures stemness maintenance (27, 29). The model also implements the BMP 365 
signalling counter-gradient along the crypt-villus axis by resembling the production of diffusive BMP 366 
signals by mesenchymal telocytes abundant at the villus base as well as the activity of BMP 367 
antagonist molecules secreted by trophocytes located just below crypts (40). This BMP signalling 368 
gradient forms an additional negative-feedback mechanism that regulates the size of the crypt 369 
proliferative compartment and recapitulates the modulation of BMP secretion by mesenchymal cells 370 
via villus cells-derived hedgehog signalling (10, 11).  371 
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 372 
Another novel feature of our model is the inclusion of the dynamics of the protein network 373 

governing the phases of cell division (43). Moreover, in our model, the cell cycle protein network 374 
responds to environmental mechanical cues by adapting the duration of the cycle phases. Cells in 375 
crowded environments subjected to higher mechanical pressure, such as stem cells in the niche, 376 
exhibit longer cell cycles (4, 48, 49) while progenitors in the transit amplifying compartment adapt 377 
their cell cycle protein dynamics to mainly shorten G1 phase (4, 77) and proliferate more rapidly. 378 
This model feature recapitulates the widely reported YAP-mediated mechanism of contact inhibition 379 
of proliferation under physical compression (35-37). Interestingly, it has been reported that stiff 380 
matrices initially enhance YAP activity and proliferation of in-vitro cultured intestinal stem cells by 381 
promoting cellular tension (26), however, that study also proposes that the resulting colony growth 382 
within a stiff confining environment may give rise to compression YAP inactivation retarding growth 383 
and morphogenesis (26). 384 

 385 
Furthermore, our model considers that the mechanical regulation of the cell cycle interacts 386 

with signalling pathways to maintain epithelial homeostasis, but also to trigger cell dedifferentiation 387 
if required. Cells with longer cycles accumulate more Wnt and Notch signals, leading to the 388 
maintenance of the highly dynamic niche by replacement of Paneth and stem cells. Cells located 389 
outside the niche exhibit shorter cycles and cannot effectively accumulate enough Wnt signals to 390 
dedifferentiate into stem cells in homeostatic conditions. However, in case of niche perturbation, 391 
progenitor cells reaching the niche as well as existing Paneth cells in the niche are able to 392 
dedifferentiate into stem cells after regaining enough Wnt signals, which replicates the injury 393 
recovery mechanisms observed in the crypt (58, 61). Our model also concurs with experimental 394 
results suggesting that Lgr5+ stem cells are essential for intestinal homeostasis and that their 395 
persistent ablation compromises epithelial integrity (59). 396 
 397 

Altogether, our model implements qualitative and quantitative behaviours to better 398 
simulate the functional heterogeneity of the intestinal epithelium at multiple scales. One of the 399 
important applications of our modelling approach lies in the development of safer oncotherapeutics. 400 
The model enables the prediction of intestinal injury associated with efficacious dosing schedules in 401 
order to minimize toxicity while maintaining the efficacy of investigational drugs.  We demonstrated 402 
the application of our model to predict potential intestinal toxicity phenotypes induced by CDK1 403 
inhibition as well as to describe the disruption of the epithelium at multiple scales triggered by RNA 404 
and DNA damage leading to the loss of integrity of the intestinal barrier and diarrhea following 5-FU 405 
treatment.  The drug-induced perturbation of other cell cycle proteins or signalling pathways, 406 
already integrated into the model, is straightforward to simulate with the current version of the 407 
model while the resolution of molecular networks can be increased, or new pathways incorporated 408 
into the ABM, to describe additional drug mechanisms of action. 409 

 410 
 While most of the crypt biology understanding integrated in our model derives from mouse 411 
epithelial studies, human-derived intestinal organoids and microphysiological systems, now 412 
routinely used in research, can provide highly precise information at the single cell level to inform 413 
ABM development. In return, ABMs can help test hypotheses behind organoid responses in health 414 
and disease conditions. Our work highlights the importance of novel modelling strategies that are 415 
able to integrate the dynamics of processes regulating the functionality of the intestinal epithelium 416 
at multiple scales in homeostasis and following perturbations to provide unprecedented insights into 417 
the biology of the epithelium with practical application to the development of safer novel drug 418 
candidates. 419 
 420 
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Materials and Methods 421 
Mouse experiments 422 
We used BrdU tracking and Ki-67 immunostaining data from previously published 423 

experiments in healthy mice (3, 52) and following 5-FU treatment (73). The samples from this later 424 
study (73) were analysed again to count Ki-67 positive cells at each position along the longitudinal 425 
crypt axis, for 30-50 individual hemi crypt units per tissue section per mouse as previously described 426 
(78). 427 

 428 
Agent-based model development 429 
A comprehensive description of the model can be found in the Appendix and Appendix - 430 

Table 1. The model has been made available through BioModels (MODEL2212120003) (79) 431 
 432 
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 710 
Figure Captions 711 

Figure 1. Schematics of the small intestinal crypt composition and cell fate signalling 712 
pathways included in the ABM. A) Depiction of the crypt highlighting key signalling features and cell 713 
types in each crypt region; B) Details of signalling pathways including the formation of the Wnt 714 
signalling gradient with high levels of Wnt in the stem cell niche generated by Paneth and 715 
mesenchymal cells. Intercellular pressure regulates the duration of the division cycle (YAP-Hippo 716 
pathway-mediated contact inhibition of proliferation) which impacts on the accumulation of cell 717 
surface tethered Wnt signals. Notch signalling maintains the balance between Paneth and stem cells 718 
through lateral inhibition. A ZNRF3/RNF43-mediated feedback mechanism modulates Wnt signalling 719 
in the niche restricting the number of stem and Paneth cells. BMP signals generated by mature villus 720 
cells form a feedback loop that regulates maturation and proliferation of absorptive progenitors; C) 721 
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Cell fate determination. High Wnt signalling and activation of Notch are required to maintain 722 
stemness. Low Notch signalling determines differentiation into secretory fates, including Paneth 723 
cells in high Wnt signalling regions, or goblet/enteroendocrine progenitors in low Wnt regions. 724 
Absorptive progenitors develop from stem cells in low Wnt conditions and divide 3-5 times, before 725 
becoming terminally differentiated when  Wnt signal levels are decreased and cells find sufficient 726 
BMP signals; D) Average composition of a simulated healthy/homeostatic crypt (over 100 simulated 727 
days), showing the relative proportion of cells at each position. 728 

 729 
Figure 2. Multiscale modelling of cell division in single cells of the ABM. A-B) Modelled 730 

dynamics of the main cell cycle proteins across the phases of division in each single cell over a 24-731 
hour period, according to the cell cycle regulatory protein network model of Csikasz-Nagy (43). The 732 
protein interaction diagram can be found in the original report of  Csikasz-Nagy (43). Stem cells in 733 
the crowded niche (A), exhibit longer cycles, up to 21.5 hours on average, with elevated levels of p27 734 
regulating the duration of G1 and the starting of S phase. Cells in the transit amplifying compartment 735 
(B) have shorter cycles, up to 10 hours on average, due to low levels/lack of p27 expression which 736 
leads to G1 shortening and early start of the S phase. A.U. are arbitrary units. C) Observed (dashed 737 
line) and simulated (solid line) proportions of BrdU positive cells at each crypt position at 2 hours 738 
(blue), 24 hours (purple) and 80 hours (red) after a single pulse of BrdU; D) Observed and simulated 739 
Ki-67 positive cells at each crypt position assuming that Ki-67 is detected in cycling cells at all phases 740 
except G1 and in any recently differentiated and arrested cells. Shadows depict the 95% confidence 741 
interval of our simulated staining results assuming that the proportion of staining cells has a beta 742 
distribution and estimating its error from experimental data. 743 

 744 
Figure 3. A-C) Simulated cell dynamics in the epithelium subjected to continuous ablation of 745 

stem cells for 4 consecutive days (grey block) resembling a previously published experiment (59). 746 
Analysis time denotes 6 h after ablation interruption for comparison with reported results (59). All 747 
cell lineages are recorded during treatment and few days after recovery of the simulated crypt, for 748 
comparison with homeostasis. A simulated 3D image of a crypt in homeostasis can be found in 749 
Figure 4A. (A) shows the total number of cells, absorptive progenitors and enterocytes in the crypt, 750 
(B) shows the number of Paneth, stem cells and uncommitted progenitors, mostly found in the niche 751 
and (C) shows villus cells. D) Relative frequency of crypt cells moving towards the villus (darker 752 
colour), and towards the crypt base, i.e. retrograde motion, (lighter colour), in homeostasis (blue) 753 
and during stem cell ablation (red) at each cell position, showing increased retrograde cellular 754 
motion in the niche following stem cell ablation. E) Leftmost: trajectories (cell position on crypt-villus 755 
longitudinal axis vs time) of the progeny of one stem cell, with both daughters leaving the niche and 756 
giving rise to a cascade of absorptive and secretory cells that eventually leave the crypt. Rightmost: 757 
trajectories of the progeny of an absorptive progenitor dedifferentiating into a stem cell during 758 
recovery after stem cell ablation.  759 

 760 
Figure 4. Simulation of CDK1 inhibition for 6 hours, every 12 hours for 4 consecutive days in 761 

the ABM and impact on the cell cycle and crypt and villus organization. All cell lineages are recorded 762 
during treatment and few days after recovery of the simulated crypt, for comparison with 763 
homeostasis. A) A simulated 3D image of a crypt in homeostasis (left) and a crypt subjected to CDK1 764 
inhibition (right). Following CDK1 inhibition, the simulated crypt exhibits apoptotic cells and over-765 
sized cells unable to correctly complete the cell cycle and eventually undergo cell cycle arrest. Colour 766 
code provided here for apoptotic and arrested cells and in Figure 1A for the rest of cells; B) 767 
Flowchart showing the regular progression through the cell cycle (green path) disturbed by CDK1 768 
inactivation. A disorderly restart of the cycle, leading to enlarged cells, is observed when CDK1 769 
inhibition prevents cells from entering (yellow path) or completing M-phase (orange path) by  early 770 
reduction of cyclin B, with premature restart of G1  (orange path). Cells in M-phase subjected to 771 
greater reduction of cyclins A and B that completely disrupts the protein network undergo mitotic 772 
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death (red path); C) Cell cycle protein dynamics in homeostasis; D-E)Altered cell cycle protein profile 773 
by CDK1 inhibition, resulting in prematurely restart of G1 and arrest of enlarged cell (D) and in 774 
disruption of the protein network and cell death (E). Protein concentrations given in arbitrary units 775 
(A.U.); Cell dynamics in simulated crypts (F) and villi (G) during CDK1 inhibition period and recovery. 776 
The dynamics of all cell lineages are reported in Appendix - Figure 1. Discontinuous bars denote the 777 
beginning of CDK1 inhibition period. 778 

 779 
Figure 5. Modelling 5-FU (50mg/kg twice a day for 4 days) induced injury at several scales in 780 

mouse small intestinal epithelium. A) Diagram showing the implemented mechanism in the ABM to 781 
describe DNA and RNA damage and cell cycle disruption driven by 5-FU metabolites. Cells trigger the 782 
apoptotic pathway if relatively high levels of RNA and/or DNA damage are detected at the cycle 783 
checkpoints. Lower levels of DNA damage induced P21 activation, which together with RNA damage, 784 
slow down and could eventually arrest the cycle; B) Predicted concentration (ng/ml) of 5-FU, FUTP 785 
and FdUTP in plasma in mouse (Pharmacokinetics model of 5-FU described in Gall et al. (75)); C-D) 786 
Cell cycle protein dynamics and fate decision when 5-FU challenge starts (C) prior to or at the 787 
beginning of S-phase, leading to DNA damage and cell death at the G2-M-phase checkpoint, and (D) 788 
at the end of S-phase resulting in not enough DNA damage, the cell finishes the cycle; E) Predicted 789 
(solid line) and observed (dashed line) proportions of Ki-67 positive cells along the crypt axis at 6h, 790 
1d, 4d and 6d during the 5-FU treatment period. Shadows depict the 95% confidence interval of our 791 
simulated staining results assuming that the proportion of staining cells has a beta distribution and 792 
estimating its error from experimental data;  F-G) Predicted (lines) and observed (symbols) number 793 
of cells in the crypt (F) and villus (G). Vertical bars represent dosing times. Symbols represent cell 794 
counts from individual mice. 795 

 796 
Video Captions 797 
Video 1. Simulated cell dynamics in the epithelium subjected to continuous ablation of stem cells for 798 
4 consecutive days resembling a previously published experiment (59). Plots depict changes in the 799 
number of cells in the crypt and villus during the simulation. Colour code of cell types is included 800 
below plots.  801 
Video 2. Simulated cell dynamics in the epithelium subjected to CDK1 inhibition for 4 days. Plots 802 
depict changes in the number of cells in the crypt and villus during the simulation. Colour code of cell 803 
types is included below plots. 804 
Video 3. Simulated cell and signalling molecular dynamics in the epithelium following the 805 
administration of 50 mg/kg of 5-FU twice a day for four days in mouse. Plots depict changes in signal 806 
abundance across the crypt longitudinal axis (z), in the number of cells in the crypt and villus, and 807 
concentration of 5FU and metabolites during the simulation. Signals expressed in arbitrary units 808 
(A.U.). Colour code of cell types is included below plots. 809 
 810 
Source Code File 811 
Julia implementation of the agent-based model. 812 
 813 
Appendix 814 
Technical description of the intestinal epithelial agent-based model (ABM) 815 
The model primarily focuses on describing the spatiotemporal dynamics of single epithelial cells, 816 
interacting physically and biochemically in the mouse intestinal crypt, undergoing division cycles or 817 
differentiating into mature epithelial cells. Single cells both generate and respond to signals and 818 
mechanical pressure in the crypt-villus geometry to generate a self-organizing tissue.  819 
Below we describe the assumptions and hypotheses that underpin the model, regarding 1) 820 
geometry; 2) cell cycle proteins and cellular growth; 3) drug perturbation of the cell cycle proteins: 821 
Cdk1 inhibition; 4) DNA and RNA synthesis; 5) drug perturbations of RNA and DNA synthesis: 5-FU 822 
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induced RNA and DNA damage; 6) mechanical cell interactions and contact inhibition; 7) biochemical 823 
signalling; 8) cell fate: proliferation, differentiation, arrest, apoptosis; 9) ABM simulation of Ki-67 and 824 
BrdU staining, 10) ‘What-if’ analysis, and 11) model implementation and parameterization 825 
 826 
1) Geometry 827 
To recreate the morphology of the crypt, we chose the common idealised ‘test tube’ crypt geometry 828 
of a hemisphere attached to a cylinder, which describes the basement membrane that the cells are 829 
attached to. The parameters describing the average morphology of the crypt, i.e. the height and 830 
circumference of the ‘tube’, in mouse jejunum and ileum are described in Appendix - Table 1.  831 
Cells on the villus are terminally differentiated and can be assumed to migrate on a conveyor belt at 832 
constant velocity (3). Given these simple dynamics, to save computational power and time we 833 
modelled individual cells on the villus without spatial granularity. Cells that reach the top of the crypt 834 
are collected into a villus compartment. Shedding from the villus tip is mimicked by removing the 835 
oldest cells when the number of cells exceeds the maximum capacity of the villus, which is described 836 
in Appendix - Table 1. Cells on the villus keep all properties and still age and undergo apoptosis if 837 
required, though in homeostatic conditions cells are usually shed into the lumen before becoming 838 
senescent. 839 
 840 
2) Cell cycle proteins and cellular growth 841 
The division cycle of cells is controlled by a network of interacting proteins which include cyclins, 842 
cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) and a suite of ancillary proteins (50). The discrete events of the cell 843 
cycle, such as DNA replication in S-phase and the various stages of mitosis, are regulated by the 844 
activity of this protein network, whose components go through a careful, conserved series of peaks 845 
and troughs at the correct pace to complete all processes of the cycle. The dynamics of this protein 846 
interaction network is simulated in each cell of the ABM and controls cell division and 847 
differentiation. 848 
 849 
We have used the model of Csikasz-Nagy et al. (43), that recreates the mammalian cell cycle and is 850 
available in Biomodels (47). This model is an extension of the pioneering work of Novak and Tyson 851 
that helped reveal the complex nonlinear dynamics of the cell cycle proteins (44-46). The Csikasz-852 
Nagy model provides multiple necessary features such as core cell cycle proteins, a mass variable 853 
that can be coupled to the volume of the single cells in our ABM and sufficient mechanistic detail to 854 
enable a detailed description of drug-cycle interactions. The model compromises 14 variables that 855 
describe the dynamics of the concentration of the main cell cycle proteins as oscillations between 856 
alternating peaks and troughs. G1 phase is the default opening state, with low levels of Cyclins A, B 857 
and E and high level of Wee1. The level of cyclin D grows exponentially throughout the cycle and is 858 
halved between daughter cells after mitosis. S-phase begins with the increase of Cyclin E and ends 859 
when Wee1 drops to reach its trough. G2 phase is characterised by low Wee1 and high Cyclin A, 860 
ending with the drop of Cyclin A. M-phase ends when Cyclin B falls and the cell divides and restarts 861 
the cycle in G1. 862 
 863 
Stem cells have been reported to have a longer division cycle than absorptive progenitor cells (4), 864 
(48), (49). We hypothesise that this is due to contact inhibition mechanisms caused by increased 865 
intercellular forces in the crowded, constrained niche. This implies that the duration of the cycle may 866 
significantly vary among single cells. To implement cycles of varying duration in our ABM we 867 
describe below a series of required adjustments in the Csikasz-Nagy model that basically involve 868 
changes in the duration of the full cycle, the re-adjustment of the length of the cycle phases, 869 
primarily G1 and S phase, and the modulation of the dynamics of the model mass variable. 870 
 871 
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To change the duration of the cell cycle, 𝑡 , we rescaled the time coordinate: 𝑡 →   𝑡, where 872 𝜏 = 140.027 h is the original period of the model (43) and 𝑡  is determined by the internal 873 
pressure of the cell as detailed below in the section “Mechanical Cell Interactions”. 874 
 875 
Without further modifications of the Csikasz-Nagy model (43), the duration of all cycle phases would 876 
be scaled in proportion with changes in 𝑡 . However, not all phases are proportionally shortened 877 
in fast cycling healthy cells (43). The shorter cycle duration in absorptive progenitors is likely due to 878 
shortening/omission of G1 phase as reported for rapid cycling progenitors (4, 77), while the duration 879 
of S-phase is less variable (4) with reported values of 8 hours for mouse ileal epithelium (4). 880 
 881 
Regarding G1 phase, the p27 protein has been reported to regulate the duration of G1 by preventing 882 
the activation of Cyclin E-Cdk2 which induces DNA replication and defines the beginning of S-phase 883 
(50). We hypothesized that fast cycling cells have low levels of p27 which results in earlier DNA 884 
replication, bringing forward the start of S-phase and shortening the length of G1. In support of this 885 
hypothesis, it has been experimentally demonstrated that inhibiting p27 has no effect on the 886 
proliferation of absorptive progenitors (51). In the Csikasz-Nagy model (43), the duration of G1 can 887 
be modulated through the parameter V , which is the basal production rate of p21/p27 (in the 888 
Csikasz-Nagy model, the p21 and p27 proteins are represented by a single variable, here we refer to 889 
that model quantity as p21/p27).  890 
 891 
Additionally, the end of S-phase is associated with the decrease of Wee1 to basal levels due to Cdc14 892 
mediated phosphorylation of Wee1. In the Csikasz-Nagy model (43), this reaction is described by a 893 
Goldbeter-Koshland function, which includes the parameter 𝐾𝐴  to regulate the level of Cdc14 894 
required for the phosphorylation of Wee1. 895 
 896 
Therefore, we modified these two parameters, 𝑉  and 𝐾𝐴 , to ensure that variations of the 897 
cycle duration mostly impact on G1 while the length of S phase remains constant. We assumed that 898 
the value of the two parameters scales linearly with the duration of the division cycle, 𝑡 , 899 
between a lower and upper bound, which prevent aberrant behaviour of the cell cycle model in the 900 
dynamically changing conditions of the crypt.  901 
 902 
 𝑉  is scaled according to:  903 

𝑉 → 𝐶 𝑉 , 𝐶 =
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 𝐶                             𝑡 < 𝑡𝐶 − 𝐶 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡 + 𝐶     𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡  

𝐶                            𝑡 > 𝑡  

where 𝑡  and 𝑡  denote the average duration of the cycle of fast cycling progenitors and of 904 
the slower cycling stem cells, respectively. 𝐶  and 𝐶  are values calibrated to ensure the 905 
correct duration of G1 for the short and long cycle, respectively, and can be found in Appendix - 906 
Table 1 907 
 908 
Similarly, we scale 𝐾𝐴  using the function: 909 
 910 

𝐾𝐴 =
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 𝐾𝐴                                  𝑡 < 𝑡( 𝐾𝐴 −  𝐾𝐴 ) 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡 + 𝐾𝐴    𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡

𝐾𝐴                                  𝑡 > 𝑡  
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Here 𝐾𝐴  and 𝐾𝐴  are the values required to maintain constant duration of S-phase in fast 911 
and slow cycling cells and can be found in Appendix - Table 1.  912 
 913 
A further refinement required to modify the length of the cycle in the Csikasz-Nagy model comprises 914 
the mass variable. This variable doubles its value over the course of a cycle and drives the 915 
progression of the cell cycle by changing the production rates of the cycle proteins. The changing 916 
production rates affect the balance of the proteins and the duration of the cell cycle phases, which 917 
start and end at particular mass values determined by the above mentioned two rates and other 918 
parameters in the model. After the mass doubles, mitosis occurs and the mass is halved to its initial 919 
value, returning the model to the original state. From here the mass begins to grow again, repeating 920 
the cell cycle. The mass of a cell effectively tracks the cell’s progress through the cell cycle 921 
 922 
In our ABM, 𝑡  changes continuously in each cell and modifies 𝑉  and 𝐾𝐴  as described 923 
above, which in turn changes the mass values of the start/end of the cell cycle phases. Without 924 
further changes in the model, this would cause the cells to not progress through the cell cycle 925 
correctly, with unbalanced phases duration and dividing at unwanted mass values, causing 926 
erroneous and unrealistic behaviour in the ABM. 927 
 928 
This can be solved by normalising the mass in the cell cycle model, chosen such that a cell begins at 929 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  ≈  1 and always divides at 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  2.  To do this, we first define a normalised 930 
mass variable, assumed to be proportional to the volume of the cell: 931 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∝ 𝑉 ∝ 𝑟 ⟹ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 2 𝑟𝑟  

 932 
where r is the cell radius that takes values between 𝑟 . and 𝑟 . When a proliferative cell is 933 
created, it is assigned a desired final size, 𝑟 = √2 𝑟∗, where 𝑟∗~𝑁(0.35,0.00875) for stem cells 934 
and 𝑟∗~𝑁(0.5,0.0125) for all other cells. The mean values, 0.5 and 0.35, of the radius of progenitor 935 
and stem cells, respectively, were determined for an average, non-proliferative or proliferative 936 
progenitor cell to have, without loss of generality, a diameter of 1 while the diameter of an average 937 
stem cell is slightly smaller, 0.7. In this way, the model captures the smaller size described for 938 
columnar LGR5+ stem cells (80), which additionally helps recapitulate the mechanics and cell 939 
composition of the niche. The variance of the radius was determined by our implementation of the 940 
cell cycle model in the ABM. In our model, the volume of the cell is equated to the cell’s mass 941 
parameter of the Csikasz-Nagy model and, hence, the cell final radius determines the duration of the 942 
cell cycle as described above.  By simulating the cell cycle model, we observed that large values of 943 
the standard deviation resulted in some cells progressing through the cycle too quickly and, 944 
therefore, failing to complete the cell cycle correctly. This analysis provided an upper limit to the 945 
coefficient of variation (CV) = 0.025 to ensure all cells progress regularly through the cycle during 946 
homeostasis. This results in values of the standard deviation of the radius of 0.0125 and 0.00875 for 947 
progenitor cells and stem cells, respectively. Of note, a cell radius CV of 0.025 corresponds to a cell 948 
volume CV of about 0.075 which is not far from the reported experimental CV for cell volume, about 949 
0.11 (81). 950 
We then introduce a factor 𝑐  onto the four terms involving the mass variable in the cell cycle 951 
model. These terms are the basal production rates of the four cyclins A, B, D and E, called 𝑉 , 𝑉 , 952 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐷  and 𝑉  respectively. 𝑐  is given by 953 
 954 
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𝑐 =
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧    𝑐                               𝑡 < 𝑡(𝑐  − 𝑐 ) 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡 + 𝑐     𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡

     𝑐                               𝑡 > 𝑡  
 955 
 956 
The values 𝑐  and 𝑐  are values found by calibration of the cell cycle model to guarantee the 957 
cell always divides at 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  2 for the short and long cycle durations. 958 
 959 
Moreover, the cell mass is assumed to grow exponentially. A proliferative cell always reaches a final 960 
value of 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  2, corresponding to the radius 𝑟 = √2 𝑟∗, during the cycle time, 𝑡 , so that 961 
mass must grow as 962 
 963 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛 2𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠. 
 964 
This corresponds to a radial growth rate of 965 
 966  𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑟𝑟𝑡 𝑟 

 967 
As 𝑡  changes dynamically through the cell cycle, the growth rate holds only for the 968 
instantaneous conditions the cell is experiencing and changes dynamically through the cell’s lifetime. 969 
However, in a healthy crypt, extracellular conditions vary slowly, and the value of 𝑡  and all 970 
derived adjustment factors remain relatively unchanged. 971 
 972 
We assumed that cells divide symmetrically. Each daughter cell has a starting radius of 𝑟 . =973 𝑟∗  and is assigned with a new randomly generated 𝑟∗ value which determines r = √2 𝑟∗. If 974 r . > r , then we set 𝑟 = 𝑟 . to prevent values of 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 >  2. Since cells have a variable 975 
maximum size uncorrelated to their birth size, i.e. 𝑟∗  ≠ 𝑟∗  , the initial mass value is not 976 
necessarily 1. Longer or shorter G1 phases emerge from the model to adjust the cycle duration in 977 
cells that begin with 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 <  1 or 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 >  1, respectively.  978 
 979 
Proliferative daughter cells continue through its own cell cycle and proceed to grow to its own 980 𝑟 = √2 𝑟∗. Non-proliferative secretory cells differentiate from stem cells, which are smaller than 981 
other cells. To compensate for this, secretory cells grow to reach a radius 𝑟∗ , generated as 982 𝑟∗~𝑁(0.5,0.0125), in a time equal to 𝑡 . The other type of non-proliferative cells, enterocytes, 983 
derive from absorptive progenitors and remain at 𝑟 .  ≈  0.5 without increasing size. 984 
 985 
These definitions of mass, cell radius and cell growth were chosen to ensure that cells have a 986 
consistent radius, and to guarantee that the cell cycle model correctly proceeds through all phases in 987 
each cell. Due to the varying cycle duration and extracellular conditions, this control is essential to 988 
the correct functioning of the cell cycle and overall behaviour of the ABM.  989 
 990 
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3) Drug perturbations of the Cell Cycle Model: CDK1 Inhibition 991 
We have used the Csikasz-Nagy cell cycle model to implement drug-induced perturbations of the cell 992 
cycle proteins, which are common mechanisms of action of oncotherapeutics, in our ABM. For an 993 
arbitrary component of the cell cycle model, 𝑋, we introduce a term dependent on the drug and 𝑋: 994 𝑑𝑋𝑑𝑡 ⊂ −𝑓(𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔, 𝑋) 
Where ⊂ means “contains the term” and Drug represents the cell concentration of the active 995 
compound/metabolite which is often described by a pharmacokinetics model. 𝑓(𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔, 𝑋), 996 
quantifies the effect of the drug on 𝑋. This function can take several forms such as a mass-action 997 
term or a Michaelis-Menten or Hill equation. Multiple terms like this can be added concurrently to 998 
the proteins described by the Csikasz-Nagy model. 999 
As an example, we have modelled the effects of a Cdk1 inhibition at the single cell level in our ABM. 1000 
Cdk1 binding is reported to induce nuclear translocation of cyclins A and B require to initiate mitosis 1001 
(67). Accordingly, we have added a mass-action term onto the rate of change of the CycA/Cdk1/2 1002 
and CycB/Cdk1complexes as follows: 1003 
 1004 𝑑 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑉𝑠𝑎 + (𝑉𝑑𝑖 + 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑎) ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝐴 − 𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎 ∙ 𝑝27 ∙ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐴 − 𝑉𝑑𝑎 ∙ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐴 − 𝒌𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈,𝑪𝒚𝒄𝑨∙ [𝑫𝒓𝒖𝒈] ∙ 𝑪𝒚𝒄𝑨 𝑑 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐵𝑑𝑡 = 𝑉𝑠𝑏 + (𝑉𝑑𝑖 + 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏) ∙ 𝐵𝐶𝐾𝐼 + 𝑉 ∙ 𝑝𝐵 − 𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑏 ∙ 𝑝27 ∙ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐵 − (𝑉𝑑𝑏 + 𝑉 ) ∙ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐵− 𝒌𝒅𝒓𝒖𝒈,𝑪𝒚𝒄𝑩 ∙ [𝑫𝒓𝒖𝒈] ∙ 𝑪𝒚𝒄𝑩 
 1005 
Where 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐴 and 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐵 are used to refer to CycA/Cdk1/2 and CycB/Cdk1 to improve readability of 1006 
the equation.  𝑘 ,  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑘 ,  are parameters that quantify the drug effect, with values 1007 
specified in Appendix - Table 1, and [Drug] denotes a theoretical drug dynamical concentration. For 1008 
the simulation in Figure 4 we considered a CDK1 inhibitor that was administered every 12 hours for 4 1009 
days, with active cytotoxic effects for 6 hours. To model this, [Drug]   is given by the formula: 1010 [𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔] =  1, 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑡 + 60, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.  

where 𝑡 ∈ {0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84} hours. Also, we considered a smaller value 1011 
for 𝑘 ,  than for  𝑘 ,  to reflect the fact that CycA represents both CycA/Cdk1 and 1012 
CycA/Cdk2 and only CycA/Cdk1 is inhibited. 1013 
 1014 
These perturbations of the cell cycle proteins can cause incorrect progression through the cell cycle, 1015 
whereupon a cell is permanently arrested. A disorderly restart of the cycle, leading to enlarged cells, 1016 
is observed when CDK1 inhibition prevents cells at the end of G2 from entering M-phase or induces 1017 
early reduction of cyclins A and B during M-phase, with cells failing to complete cytokinesis and 1018 
prematurely restarting G1. Cells in M-phase subjected to greater reductions of cyclins A and B, which 1019 
completely disrupt the protein network, undergo mitotic death.  1020 
 1021 
4) DNA and RNA synthesis 1022 
Since one of the most common means of targeting the cell cycle is to exploit the effect of DNA-1023 
damaging drugs (18), we added the dynamics of DNA replication during S-phase and RNA synthesis 1024 
during the cell cycle.  1025 
 1026 
Replicating DNA is represented by two variables, 𝐷𝑁𝐴  and 𝐷𝑁𝐴 , which denote two DNA double 1027 
helices formed during S-phase. 𝐷𝑁𝐴  is an abstraction of the proportion of undamaged DNA, which 1028 
takes values from 0, representing total DNA disruption, to 1 for the whole undamaged double helix.  1029 
 1030 
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At the onset of S-phase, the original DNA double helix, 𝐷𝑁𝐴 , unwinds to start the replication of 1031 
strands and rapidly generates two complete sets of DNA, 𝐷𝑁𝐴  and 𝐷𝑁𝐴 . This is represented in 1032 
the model by  1033 {𝐷𝑁𝐴 , 𝐷𝑁𝐴 }  =  {𝐶, 0}  ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ {𝐶/2, 𝐶/2} 

Both 𝐷𝑁𝐴  and 𝐷𝑁𝐴  aim to reach 𝐷𝑁𝐴 = 1: DNA synthesis is assumed to be at a faster rate 1034 
during S-phase, and outside S-phase DNA synthesis takes place solely for repair at a slower rate. 1035 
Hence, in healthy cells, these variables obey the following equations and algorithm: 1036 
 1037 𝑑𝐷𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 ,  𝑘 =  0,  if  𝐷𝑁𝐴 = 1𝑣 ,  if in 𝑆-phase and 0 < 𝐷𝑁𝐴 < 1𝑣2 ,  if  0 < 𝐷𝑁𝐴 < 1 ,   
 1038 
 1039 
The DNA replication rate, v1, is sufficiently fast to ensure 𝐷𝑁𝐴  reaches 1 during S phase in healthy 1040 
cells. Outside of S-phase, we assumed a 2-fold slower rate for DNA repair when the cell is not 1041 
actively replicating its DNA. Values are specified in Appendix - Table 1.   1042 
 1043 
When the cell divides, the daughter cells are given one DNA double helix each (which are both 1044 
assigned to 𝐷𝑁𝐴  in the respective daughter cell) to restart the cycle. 1045 
 1046 
RNA levels are represented by a single 𝑅𝑁𝐴 variable. Similarly, this variable is an abstraction of the 1047 
proportion of undamaged RNA in the cell, with 𝑅𝑁𝐴 =  1 in a healthy cell and 𝑅𝑁𝐴 =  0 for total 1048 
RNA disruption. RNA synthesis is assumed to be governed by a simple linear-growth differential 1049 
equation until its maximum value, 𝑅𝑁𝐴 =  1, and remains at this value unless damage is induced as 1050 
follows, 1051 𝑑𝑅𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 ,  𝑘 = 0 if 𝑅𝑁𝐴 = 1,  else 𝑘 = 𝑣 , 
 1052 
with parameter values specified in Appendix - Table 1. 1053 
 1054 
Along with these equations for DNA and RNA levels, we added DNA and RNA-damage checkpoints to 1055 
modulate the response of the Csikasz-Nagy cell cycle model to perturbations. We considered both 1056 
the G1/S and the G2/M checkpoints (50), with cells checking their DNA and RNA levels as they 1057 
progress from G1 to S-phase, and from G2 to M-phase. If the DNA and/or RNA levels are below the 1058 
threshold values (see Appendix - Table 1), the cell undergoes apoptosis. Checkpoint failures can 1059 
occur upon drug-induced DNA or RNA damage, as explained below.  1060 
 1061 
5) Drug perturbations of RNA and DNA synthesis: 5-FU induced RNA and DNA damage 1062 
Similar to the cell cycle model, drug effects are represented by adding a negative term to these 1063 
differential equations: 1064 
 1065 𝑑𝐷𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 − 𝑓(𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔, 𝐷𝑁𝐴 ), 
 1066 𝑑𝑅𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 − 𝑓(𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔, 𝑅𝑁𝐴). 
 1067 
 1068 
Where 𝑓(𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔, 𝑋) could be a mass action, Hill equation or Michaelis-Menten term quantifying the 1069 
drug induced RNA or DNA damage. 1070 
 1071 
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DNA damage induces increased p21 expression in cells, which prevents progression through the cell 1072 
cycle and can lead to cell cycle arrest or apoptosis (82). To replicate this, we further modified the 1073 
p21/p27 term in the Csikasz-Nagy model to respond to the DNA levels of the cell. Recall that Vsi was 1074 
the production rate of p21/p27 in the model, and we multiplied this by 𝐶  to moderate the 1075 
production of p21/p27 (see details in ‘Cell Cycle Proteins and Cell Size/Growth’ above). Recall that 1076 𝑉 → 𝐶 𝑉 ; to replicate DNA-damaged induced production of p21, we replace 𝐶 with a bounded 1077 
function dependent on the cell’s DNA levels 1078 𝐶 → 𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐶 − 1 𝐷𝑁𝐴∗  

 1079 𝐷𝑁𝐴∗ = 𝐷𝑁𝐴  in G1, and 𝐷𝑁𝐴∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑁𝐴 + 𝐷𝑁𝐴 , 1  in all other phases and s is a scaling 1080 
coefficient. In homeostasis, with 𝐷𝑁𝐴 + 𝐷𝑁𝐴 ≥ 1, this function is equal to 𝐶  and the cell cycle 1081 
model proceeds as before. With severe DNA damage, 𝐷𝑁𝐴∗ << 1, the function is approximately 1082 
equal to 𝐾 , always > 𝐶 , that represents the maximum fold increase of the production rate of 1083 
p21, i.e. 𝑉 → 𝐾 𝑉 . Parameter values can be found in Appendix - Table 1. When DNA levels are 1084 
reduced by drug-induced injury, this new function increases the production rate of p21/p27 which 1085 
slows down the production of cyclins and the progression of the cell cycle, recapitulating a 1086 
reversable cell cycle arrest for low-to-moderate DNA damage (83). 1087 
 1088 
Cell growth is dependent on the correct translation of mRNA into proteins. We hypothesised that 1089 
RNA damage reduces a cell’s capability of biosynthesis and leads to slower cellular growth (84). This 1090 
is modelled by adding an RNA-dependent factor to the growth rate of cells: 1091 
  1092 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑡 = 2 𝑅𝑁𝐴𝑅𝑁𝐴 + 1 𝑙𝑛 2𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠. 
 1093 
Where RNA takes as defined above values between 0 and 1 and t is a scaling coefficient. Parameter 1094 
values can be found in the Appendix - Table 1. By linking RNA integrity to cellular growth, we allow 1095 
RNA damage to induce a form of cell cycle arrest, as previously reported (85, 86). 1096 
 1097 
The result of these responses to DNA and RNA damage, in combination with the cell cycle 1098 
checkpoints, allows the cells in our model to exhibit a progression of responses to increasingly 1099 
severe DNA and RNA damage. Cells with slightly damaged DNA and/or RNA levels grow and 1100 
proliferate slowly, due to impediment of their cell cycle and/or cellular growth. With moderate DNA 1101 
and RNA damage, a cell enters an impermanent, reversible cell cycle arrest (characterised by a near 1102 
zero growth rate and p21-induced halt of the cell cycle). Upon interruption of the drug-induced 1103 
insult, these cells will re-enter the cell cycle. In case of severe DNA and/or RNA damage, a cell will 1104 
undergo DNA/RNA damage-induced apoptosis caused by failing a cell cycle checkpoint. Additionally, 1105 
drug-induced perturbations may result in incorrect progression through the cell cycle, which causes 1106 
the cell to enter a permanent arrested state or die as described above. Note that though RNA 1107 
damage is known to cause cell cycle arrest and apoptosis (86), the mechanisms are poorly known, so 1108 
we made the conservative decision to check the level of RNA damage at the same checkpoints as 1109 
DNA damage. 1110 
 1111 
As an example, we modelled 5-FU induced RNA and DNA damage in the intestinal epithelium. We 1112 
considered the two main downstream metabolites of 5-FU, FdUTP and FUTP, causing DNA and RNA 1113 
damage, respectively (72). To do this, we implemented in the ABM a previously published model 1114 
that describes 5-FU distribution post-dosing in mouse and a reduced version of the 5-FU metabolic 1115 
pathway (75). 1116 
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Furthermore, we implemented the effect of FdUTP and FUTP on DNA and RNA synthesis, 1117 
respectively, on each cell of our ABM using a Hill function as follows, 1118 𝑑𝐷𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 − 𝑑 ∙ 𝐷𝑁𝐴 ∙ 𝐹𝑑𝑈𝑇𝑃𝐹𝑑𝑈𝑇𝑃 + 𝐾 , 
 1119 𝑑𝑅𝑁𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 − 𝑑 ∙ 𝑅𝑁𝐴 ∙ 𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑃𝐹𝑈𝑇𝑃 + 𝐾 . 
 1120 
Parameter values can be found in Appendix - Table 1. 1121 
The impact of these metabolites on DNA and RNA of each cell of the epithelium resulted in the 1122 
arrest of the majority of proliferative cells, with a small proportion undergoing apoptosis after failing 1123 
the G1/S or G2/M checkpoint. 1124 
 1125 
6) Mechanical Cell Interactions and Contact Inhibition 1126 
Intestinal stem cells and early progenitor cells compete for limited niche space and, therefore, the 1127 
ability to retain or regain stemness. Cell proliferation creates a constant battle for space, inducing 1128 
forces that drive cell migration away from the hard boundary of the stem cell niche towards the top 1129 
of the crypt and onto the villus.  1130 
We assumed intercellular physical forces based on Hertzian contact mechanics with adhesive and 1131 
frictional forces, similar to those in published reports (87) (21). For the sake of simplicity and 1132 
differently from previous approaches, we did not include the extra repulsive force opposing the 1133 
reduction in cell volume caused by cell overlapping and did not consider radial expansion of cells to 1134 
compensate for the loss of volume in compressed cells.  1135 
 1136 
In our model, cells experience repulsive, adhesive, and frictional forces. Forces result in movement 1137 
according to Stoke’s flow, where viscous forces dominate inertial forces, such that cell velocity is 1138 
directly proportional to the resultant forces on the cell. For very shallow overlapping distances 1139 
(⪅ 10 % of the cells radius), the adhesive force holds the cells together and replicate continuity of a 1140 
biological tissue, but for greater overlap distances, repulsive forces dominate. Frictional forces help 1141 
create collective movement by counteracting cell migration in the opposite direction to the general 1142 
flow of cells. 1143 
 1144 
All distances are expressed in arbitrary units defined such that 1 distance unit is equal to the 1145 
diameter of an average, isolated cell. Forces are then measured in the resulting units. We have 1146 
assumed cells are deformable and hence can lose their spherical shape when responding to 1147 
mechanical forces. Regions with high proliferation result in cell diameters, in both the z-axis 1148 
direction (longitudinal crypt-villus axis) and the x-y plane (crypt transversal circumference), smaller 1149 
than 1 unit and, hence, in inequality between the number of cells and the distance units.  1150 
 1151 
6.1. Contact Repulsion  1152 
Cells are assumed to be elastic spheres with inter-cellular forces derived from Hertzian contact 1153 
mechanics. The magnitude of the repellent force, 𝐹 . between cell 𝑖 (with position vector 𝐱 , radius 1154 𝑅 , Young's modulus 𝐸  and Poisson ratio ν ) and cell 𝑗 (with position vector 𝐱 , radius 𝑅 , Young's 1155 
modulus 𝐸  and Poisson ratio ν ) is described as follows  1156 
 1157 
 1158 𝐹 . = − 43 𝐸∗𝑅 𝑑 ,  1𝐸∗ = 1 − ν𝐸 + 1 − ν𝐸 ,  1𝑅 = 1𝑅 + 1𝑅 , 
 1159 
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 1160 
where 𝑑 = 𝑅 + 𝑅 – 𝐱  is the overlapping distance between cells measured on the line joining 1161 
the cell centres, with 𝐱 = 𝐱 − 𝐱  the displacement vector joining the two cell centres. This 1162 
repulsive force acts on both cells in opposing directions, pushing them away along the unit vector 1163 
joining the two cells 𝐱 : 1164 𝐅 .  =  𝐹 . 𝐱  
 1165 
The reported value for the Young's modulus of Paneth cell is relatively large (38) and results in a 1166 
relatively large force acting on neighbouring stem cells which helps to confine them in the niche. In 1167 
addition, the previously published values of the Poisson ratio indicate that cells are marginally 1168 
compressible(88). 1169 
 1170 
6.2. Adhesive Force 1171 
All cells in contact experience adhesive forces proportional to the area of contact and the cells 1172 
inherent adhesiveness, parameterised by ϵ. The magnitude of adhesive force between cell i and j is 1173 
quantified as follows  1174 
 1175 𝐹 . = 2ϵπ𝑝 1 − 𝑝𝐱 . 
where 𝐱  is the distance between cell centres and  1176 𝑝 = 𝑅 − 𝑅 + 𝐱2 𝐱 . 
 1177 
 1178 
This force is again directed along 𝐱 , pulling the cells together: 𝐅 .  =  𝐹 . 𝐱  and its magnitude 1179 
is derived by assuming the associated energy, 𝐸 ., is proportional to the area of contact between 1180 
cells 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝐸 . = ϵ𝐴 , where 𝐴 = π 𝑅 − 𝑝 , and differentiating with respect to the distance 1181 
between the cells.  1182 
 1183 
Two cells in isolation will be at rest when the repulsive and adhesive forces are equal, however in 1184 
our simulations, this rarely happens due to the constant proliferation and growth of surrounding 1185 
cells. In vivo crypts have a highly compressed niche with tightly packed stem cells wedged between 1186 
Paneth cells. In our model, the repulsive force is parameterised entirely by observed quantities (the 1187 
Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio), leaving 𝜖 in the adhesive force as a free parameter. The value of 1188 𝜖 determines intercell separation at rest. This value was chosen to allow overlapping of Paneth cells 1189 
at rest of 0.15 distance units, which corresponds to 15% of the diameter of an average Paneth cell. 1190 
This results in ϵ =  0.216 for Paneth-Paneth adhesion. Qualitatively, all other cells are less tightly 1191 
packed, so all other adhesive forces (including Paneth cells with any other cell type) are assumed to 1192 
be 10-fold weaker with ϵ =  0.0216, which produces an overlap of approximately 0.075 cell units. 1193 
These assumptions facilitate the recapitulation of the tighter packed cells in the niche resulting in 1194 
increased mechanical pressure (defined in the following sections) which induces proliferation 1195 
contact inhibition mechanisms. 1196 
 1197 
6.3. Frictional force 1198 
Cells that are in contact experience a frictional force proportional to their relative velocity. The force 1199 
acting upon cell 𝑖 due to friction with cell j is quantified as follows: 1200 
 1201 𝐅 . = μ .𝐴 𝑑𝐱𝑑𝑡 − 𝑑𝐱𝑑𝑡 , 
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 1202 
 1203 
where 𝐴  is the area of contact between cells 𝑖 and 𝑗 defined above, and μ . is a numerical 1204 
constant calibrated to enforce orderly cell dynamics. This force is comparatively smaller than the 1205 
other forces but helps the collective motion of cells by opposing cell migration against the common 1206 
direction. 1207 
 1208 
6.4. Cell migration 1209 
Under a force, cells move according to Stoke's flow, where viscous forces are assumed to dominate 1210 
over inertial effects: 1211 
 1212 𝑚 𝑑 𝐱𝑑𝑡 = 𝐅 − μ 𝑑𝐱𝑑𝑡 ⇒ 𝑑𝐱𝑑𝑡 = 1μ 𝐅 . 
 1213 
 1214 
 1215 
Therefore, the position vector of the 𝑖-th cell, 𝐱 , is updated according to 1216 
 1217 Δ𝐱 = 1μ 𝐅 Δ𝑡, 
 1218 
 1219 
where 𝐅 = 𝐅 . + 𝐅 . + 𝐅 . is the resultant of all forces on cell 𝑖 due to cell 𝑗. 1220 
 1221 
The parameter μ links the forces to cellular motion. The value of this parameter is estimated to 1222 
recapitulate the transfer velocity in the crypt-villus junction measured in in vivo experiments to be 1223 
approximately 1 cell position per hour in mice (89). However, cell motion response to these forces 1224 
may vary for different cell types. It has been reported that Paneth cells persist in the stem cell niche 1225 
at the crypt base for relatively long periods of up to 57 days in mice (90, 91) and exhibit elevated β -1226 
integrin expression anchoring them to the mesenchyme (92). Additionally, Paneth cells are larger 1227 
and stiffer than the comparatively malleable stem cells which suggest that they require greater 1228 
forces to be displaced. In our model, we used μ to replicate this behaviour and recreate drag effects 1229 
of the basal membrane/mesenchyme. We implemented a value of μ for Paneth cells 10000-fold 1230 
greater than for other cells, effectively making Paneth cells difficult to move by other cells but 1231 
allowing them to slowly move one another to form an orderly niche over longer timescales. 1232 
 1233 
6.5. Internal Pressure and Contact Inhibition 1234 
The forces described above are used to calculate the internal pressure experienced by cells, which 1235 
varies according to the cell intrinsic properties and local environment, i.e. a stem cell in the crowded 1236 
niche has higher internal pressure. Cell pressure is used to recapitulate contact inhibition by 1237 
modulating the duration of the division cycle which increases when cells are densely squeezed 1238 
together and decreases if cell density falls to enable, for instance, fast recovery from injury. 1239 
 1240 
A cell feels internal stress from the surrounding cells, and this is used to simulate contact inhibition. 1241 
To do this we use the concept of virial stress outlined in (93). The stress tensor for cell i, σ , is 1242 
defined as follows: 1243 σ = 1𝑉 𝐅 ⊗ 𝐫  
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where 𝐫  is the vector from the centre of the cell i to the plane of contact with cell j, always 1244 
assumed to be on the surface of cell i, and ⊗ is the tensor/outer product combining two vectors into 1245 
a ‘matrix’. Using this stress tensor, we extract the pressure in the conventional manner: 1246 p = − 13 𝑡𝑟(σ). 
 1247 
As all our forces are normal to the plane of contact, this reduces to 1248 
 1249 p = 14 𝜋 𝑅 |𝐅 |. 
 1250 
This provides a rough, first-order approximation to the pressure experienced at the centre of the cell 1251 
that is straightforward to compute and essential to implement contact inhibition in proliferative 1252 
cells. Note that we do not consider the hydrostatic pressure induced by cell compression. 1253 
 1254 
On the other hand, physical compression has been reported to lead to YAP inactivation, retarding 1255 
growth and morphogenesis in the GI epithelium (35-37) . We used our estimate of pressure to 1256 
implement this contact proliferation inhibition mechanism responding to environmental mechanical 1257 
cues and described the increase of the cell cycle duration, 𝑡 ., as pressure, 𝑝, increases using a 1258 
scaled logistic function as follows 1259 𝑡 = 𝑔(1 + 𝑒 ( )) + 𝑡 . 
 1260 
Here 𝑝  is the average pressure experienced by cells in the niche; 𝑡  is the average division time 1261 
of absorptive progenitors and 𝑔 = 2 𝑡 − 𝑡  where 𝑡 denotes the longer division time 1262 
of a stem cell in average niche conditions.  1263 
 1264 
This function captures the variation of the duration of the division cycle from a minimum to a 1265 
maximum value in highly compressed cells which leads to longer division times in the tightly 1266 
constrained stem cell niche of the crypt, while the cycle is shorter in the less compressed transit 1267 
amplifying zone, in agreement with experimental reports (4) (94) (95). 1268 
 1269 
7) Biochemical Signalling 1270 
Next, we detail how the cells interact with one another, communicating the local composition of the 1271 
crypt to maintain homeostasis through simulated biochemical signalling. 1272 
 1273 
To achieve stable crypt cell composition and structure, we have implemented five signalling 1274 
mechanisms including Wnt, Notch and BMP pathways which have been demonstrated to be 1275 
essential for morphogenesis and homeostasis of the intestinal crypt (22) (23) (24) (25) (5). We have 1276 
modelled contact proliferation inhibition mediated by the YAP-Hippo signalling pathway responding 1277 
to mechanical forces (35-37) as described above and following experimental evidence (7) (6) (27), 1278 
implemented a ZNRF3/RNF43-like mediated feedback mechanism between Paneth and stem cells. 1279 
 1280 
These minimal signalling mechanisms were chosen because a full understanding of the protein 1281 
interaction networks is still a topic of active research. However, even with our conservative 1282 
assumptions, we implicitly introduce crosstalk between the different signalling pathways. For 1283 
example, the nature of cell fate decisions leads to interaction between Wnt and Notch levels, and 1284 
changes in the duration of the cell cycle caused by contact inhibition regulates the ability of a cell to 1285 
accumulate signalling molecules. 1286 
 1287 
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7.1. Wnt signalling 1288 
The Wnt pathway is the primary pathway associated with stem cell maintenance and differentiation 1289 
in the intestinal crypt as well as in many other tissues (28) (22) (96). Two sources of Wnt signals have 1290 
been described in the mouse crypt: Paneth cells (29) and specific mesenchymal cells surrounding the 1291 
stem cell niche at the crypt base (30).  1292 
 1293 
We did not consider the dynamics of the canonical Wnt signalling molecular cascade but directly 1294 
implemented downstream cellular responses to Wnt levels. We modelled Wnt signalling as a short-1295 
range field around Paneth cells and Wnt-emitting mesenchymal cells at the bottom of the crypt, 1296 
acting within a distance WntRange from the surface of these cells (see Appendix - Table 1 for value). 1297 
Receptive cells within this range tether Wnt signals to their surface as previously reported (27, 31). 1298 
This is described by the following equation: 1299  𝑑𝑊𝑛𝑡𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑐 − 𝑑 (ZNRF3)𝑊𝑛𝑡,   𝑊𝑛𝑡 < 𝑀  −𝑑 (ZNRF3), 𝑊𝑛𝑡 ≥ 𝑀     
The variable ‘𝑊𝑛𝑡’ is an abstraction of the total number of Wnt ligands tethered to the surface of 1300 
the cell. 𝑘  is the rate of Wnt signal tethering by a receptive cell and 𝑑 (ZNRF3) is the decay 1301 
rate of Wnt signal tethered molecules. 𝑑  depends on the turnover of Wnt receptors assumed to 1302 
be regulated by RNF43 and ZNRF3 ligands produced by stem cells, which forms a Wnt mediated 1303 
negative feedback loop as described below. 𝑀  describes the maximum number of Wnt signals a 1304 
cell can have tethered and its value is chosen to be a power of 2, to facilitate dividing Wnt signals in 1305 
half upon cellular division. 𝐼𝑛𝑐  is the total amount of Wnt signal sources within range of the cell 1306 
and is calculated as follow: 1307 
 1308 𝐼𝑛𝑐 = Paneth in range + 𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 . 
 1309 𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑙  represents the number of Wnt emitting mesenchymal cells surrounding the 1310 
niche, which we assume is equal to the total number of epithelial cells in the niche in homeostatic 1311 
conditions (4, 97). Additional Wnt production by Paneth cells is required to support the homeostatic 1312 
number of stem cells in homeostasis. In the presented modelling scenarios, we assumed constant 1313 
exogeneous Wnt source, i.e. constant 𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑙 , shared by all cells in the niche and 1314 
enhancing niche recovery after damage. For instance, with lower number of cells in the niche, the 1315 
survival cells will receive stronger mesenchymal Wnt signalling that enhances proliferation and 1316 
recovery after perturbations. We assumed that surface tethered signals are equally distributed 1317 
between daughter cells upon cell division (5, 27), so that cells eventually lose Wnt signals and their 1318 
capacity to proliferate if not within the range of a Wnt source. These assumptions are partly 1319 
supported by observed in vivo and in vitro behaviour, where the mesenchymal and Paneth cell 1320 
derived Wnt sources are mutually redundant (98). 1321 
 1322 
7.2. ZNRF3/RNF43 Signalling 1323 
In our model Paneth cells enhance their own production by generating high Wnt local environments 1324 
(99). In addition, due to their high Young's modulus, Paneth cells create a region of high intercellular 1325 
forces on neighbouring cells which leads to prolonged division times with greater opportunity for 1326 
Wnt accumulation. This, in turn, expands the niche region with high Wnt and high cell pressure, 1327 
promoting further differentiation into stem and Paneth cells. Therefore, without a negative feedback 1328 
mechanism in our model, these features would result the expansion of the niche with stem and 1329 
Paneth cells occupying the entire crypt. Additionally, two recent studies have demonstrated the 1330 
existence of a negative feedback loop mediated by RNF43 and ZNRF3 ligands produced by stem cells 1331 
(6, 7). These studies proposed that RNF43 and ZNRF3 inhibit Wnt signalling by promoting the 1332 
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turnover of Wnt receptors such as Frizzled and LRP5 (100), and showed that simultaneous deletion 1333 
of these two receptors results in the formation of adenomas comprising mostly stem and Paneth 1334 
cells (7).  1335 
 1336 
We assumed that ZNRF3/RNF43 (henceforth called ZNRF3 for simplicity) is a diffusing, decaying 1337 
signal secreted by stem cells. Without explicit knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of 1338 
ZNRF3 signalling, this process is assumed to immediately reach steady state at the timescale of 1339 
cellular decisions. Therefore, the ZNRF3 signal strength, 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3(𝑟), received by a cell at position 𝒓 1340 
from a stem cell located at position 𝑹, is described by the diffusion equation as follows (101) 1341 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3(𝑟) = 𝑍 𝑒 |𝑹 𝒓|   
where 𝑍 represents the maximum signal strength immediately around the emitting cell and  𝐿  1342 
determines the spatial scale of diffusion, which we assume is equal to the length of a cell in order to 1343 
maintain high signalling levels primarily in the niche.  1344 
 1345 
The total ZNRF3 signalling received by a cell at position 𝑟 is calculated, therefore, as the sum of the 1346 
signal received from all stem cells: 1347 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3(𝒓) =  𝑒 |𝑹𝒊 𝒓|

  

where 𝑹𝒊 is the position of the i-th stem cell.  1348 
 1349 
The strength of ZNRF3 signalling received by a cell is proportional to the number of stem cells in the 1350 
immediate vicinity of the cell: in typical, homeostatic conditions, 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3(𝑟)  is high in the niche, 1351 
falling off exponentially as a cell moves towards the villus.  1352 
 1353 
The ZNRF3 signalling level detected by a cell, located at position r, regulates the decay rate of its 1354 
surface-tethered Wnt molecules, 𝑑  as follows: 1355 dWnt(ZNRF3)= K1+ 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3∗𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3(𝒓) u .  
 1356 
where u is a scaling coefficient, and 𝐾 and 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3∗ are constants calibrated to maintain the size of 1357 
niche at its homeostatic level. In particular, 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3∗ is determined by the homeostatic number of 1358 
stem cells in the niche (97), while K was calibrated to produce a Wnt decay rate high enough to 1359 
prevent Wnt values ≥ 64 in cells located at the edge of the niche when the number of stem cells is 1360 
excessive such that ZNRF3(r)total ≥ 𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3∗. These considerations prevent the expansion of the niche 1361 
by preventing cells from differentiating into the Paneth or stem cell fate (which requires Wnt ≥ 64) 1362 
when a cell is outside the niche. 1363 
 1364 
With this implementation of ZNRF3-mediated negative feedback, the Wnt decay rate within the 1365 
niche is high but is compensated by the abundant Wnt supply from mesenchymal and Paneth 1366 
sources, while the Wnt decay rate rapidly drops to zero outside the niche. This means that the 1367 
degradation of Wnt outside the niche has little impact on a healthy crypt and the Wnt gradient in 1368 
our model is mainly generated by the halving of the surface bound Wnt signals between daughter 1369 
cells upon division. Growth and proliferation derived forces drive migration of cells towards the villus 1370 
while the amount of tethered Wnt decreases after each division. This recreates the observed (27) 1371 
decreasing gradient of Wnt signals moving up the crypt (Figure 1), with the highest values in the 1372 
niche, intermediary values in the transit-amplifying zone and low levels in the upper crypt region of 1373 
differentiated enterocytes. 1374 
 1375 
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The stem cell-mediated negative feedback loop regulating Wnt signalling, together with the 1376 
differentiation rules described below, ensure the maintenance of the niche size and crypt 1377 
composition in homeostasis. In addition, it also facilitates crypt recovery as stem cells in low 1378 
numbers are able to reach greater surface-tethered Wnt levels to pass to their offspring which, in 1379 
turn, can more readily acquire the required amount of Wnt to become stem cells.  1380 
 1381 
7.3. Notch signalling 1382 
Active Notch signalling requires direct membrane contact between two cells, one expressing Notch 1383 
ligands and the other Notch receptors (102) (24) (103) (5). In the intestinal epithelium, Notch ligands 1384 
present in secretory cells bond to transmembrane notch receptors of stem cells to induce a 1385 
transcriptional cascade which blocks differentiation of stem cells into the secretory lineage in a 1386 
process known as lateral inhibition and leads to checkerboard/on-off pattern of Paneth and stem 1387 
cells in the niche (23) (104). With these considerations, Notch signalling, Notch, is implemented in 1388 
each cell according to the following equation: 1389 
 1390 𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑑𝑡 = 𝑘 (𝐼𝑛𝑐 − 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ) 
where 𝐼𝑛𝑐  is the amount of incoming notch ligands to the cell which we assumed is equal to 1391 
the number of ligands expressing cells in contact with the cell. At steady-state, a cell’s Notch value 1392 
corresponds to the number of incoming Notch ligands the cell is receiving: for example, a stem cell 1393 
receiving Notch from one single neighbouring cell, reaches equilibrium with 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ =  1. The factor 1394 𝑘  denotes the rate of Notch accumulation and it has a relatively high value to ensure that the 1395 
equilibrium is reached before the fate-commitment point at the end of G1. As described in the cell 1396 
cycle section, the duration of G1 changes with the length of the overall division cycle: shorter cycles 1397 
have a shorter 𝐺  phase, shortening the time the cell has to receive Notch signals before deciding 1398 
whether to differentiate or divide. Additionally, 𝑘  is also the decay rate of the cell Notch 1399 
signalling and this relatively fast rate means that Notch must be constantly supplied for a stem cell 1400 
to maintain stemness.  1401 
 1402 
A reduction in cell density (e.g. by ablation of cells) can introduce gaps in the simulated epithelial 1403 
tissue. In real tissues, these gaps would be covered by expansion-flattening of surviving cells to 1404 
restore epithelial integrity and contact to neighbouring cells. These new contacts would allow cells 1405 
to exchange Notch ligands. In our model, we do not explicitly consider the expansion of cells to fill 1406 
gaps in the epithelium, however, we simulate this effect by allowing a cell to pass Notch signals to 1407 
receiving cells within a larger range (1 cell diameter) following a drop in local density. This allows our 1408 
model to recreate the correct recovery response following ablation of cells. 1409 
 1410 
7.4. BMP signalling 1411 
The Wnt gradient in the crypt is opposed by a gradient of bone morphogenic protein (BMP) 1412 
generated by mesenchymal telocytes, which are especially abundant at the villus base and provide a 1413 
BMP reservoir, and by the recently identified trophocytes located just below crypts and secreting the 1414 
BMP antagonist Gremlin1 (40). BMP signals inhibit cell proliferation and promote terminal 1415 
differentiation (39). Large levels of BMP at the crypt-villus junction prevent proliferative cells from 1416 
reaching the villus (105). BMP signalling has been reported to be modulated by matured epithelial 1417 
cells on the villus via hedgehog signalling (10, 11) such that a decrease of villus cells decreases BMP 1418 
signalling in the crypt, which enhances proliferation and expedites villus regeneration. 1419 
 1420 
We propose a simple model that assumes that enterocytes, E, secrete diffusing signals, which could 1421 
be interpreted as Indian Hedgehog, to regulate BMP secretion by mesenchymal cells. The explicit 1422 
pathways and associated timescales involved in BMP signalling are unknown, therefore, similar to 1423 
our implementation of ZNRF3 signalling, this process is assumed to instantaneously reach steady 1424 
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state at the timescale of cellular decisions. As before, we assume that BMP is a diffusing, decaying 1425 
signal in steady state (101) described by 1426 𝐵𝑀𝑃(𝑧, 𝐸) = 𝑓(𝐸)𝑒 ( ) ( )( ( ) )  
 1427 
where z is the position coordinate corresponding to the crypt-villus longitudinal axis; in our 1428 
model 𝑧 ≤  0 for cells located in the stem cell niche while z > 0 for crypt cells outside the niche; 1429 𝑧 (𝐸) is the value of z at the top of the crypt, which depends on the number of enterocytes on the 1430 
villus; B is the exponential transformation of the diffusion coefficient. To facilitate the use of the 1431 
model for different species, the z coordinate is standardized using 𝑧 , which is the crypt axis 1432 
position at which the number of mature enterocytes becomes greater than the number of 1433 
absorptive progenitors. As mentioned above, mesenchymal cells surrounding the niche secrete BMP 1434 
antagonists (40) and we assumed that BMP signalling is effectively blocked in the niche such that 1435 𝐵𝑀𝑃 =  0, which is approximately true for the above formula. 𝑓(𝐸) describes the relationship 1436 
between the number of enterocytes and maximum BMP signal intensity using an increasing Hill 1437 
function: 1438 𝑓(𝐸) = 2𝐴1 + 𝐸𝐸  
where 𝐸  is the homeostatic number of enterocytes determined by in-vivo experiments, p is the Hill 1439 
interaction coefficient and A denotes the level of BMP signals at position 𝑧 . In our model, 1440 
absorptive progenitors differentiate into enterocytes when 𝐵𝑀𝑃 >  𝑊𝑛𝑡, representing that the 1441 
anti-proliferative BMP signalling received by the cell is sufficient to overcome the proliferative effect 1442 
of Wnt (25). We achieved a homeostatic crypt cell composition with values of 𝐴 and 𝐵 that allow 1443 
progenitors cells to divide in a healthy crypt at least 3 times before differentiating. Differentiation 1444 
occurs when the Wnt content of a cell, at position 𝑧, reaches values below 𝐵𝑀𝑃(𝑧) when migrating 1445 
towards the villus.  1446 
 1447 
In addition, these equations describe a frequently reported feedback response to villus injury 1448 
consisting of enhanced proliferation within hypertrophic crypts (10, 41, 42). In our model, when the 1449 
number of enterocytes on the villus falls below the homeostatic level, the production of BMP signals 1450 
decreases and makes it possible for absorptive progenitors to divide more times and reach higher 1451 
positions in the crypt before becoming terminally differentiated. Concurrently, the height of the 1452 
crypt must increase to provide sufficient space for the extra proliferative cells. We modelled the 1453 
enlargement of the crypt height responding to villus injury, by varying the maximum z-coordinate of 1454 
the crypt, 𝑧 , using a decreasing Hill function as follows:  1455 𝑧 (𝐸) = 𝐶 𝑧1 + (𝐶 − 1) 𝐸𝐸 . 
where 𝑧  is the calibrated homeostatic value of 𝑧 , 𝐶 is the maximum fold increase of the height 1456 
of the crypt and q the Hill interaction coefficient. We do not consider cases in which the number of 1457 
enterocytes on the villus increases above homeostatic levels, such that if 𝐸 > 𝐸  then 𝑧 (𝐸) = 𝑧 . 1458 
 1459 
The standard manner to report the height of cells along the crypt-villus axis is in terms of cell 1460 
positions, which is related to but not equal to 𝑧 . This is because cell positions are counted from 1461 
the bottom of the niche (and we defined 𝑧 = 0 to be the top of the niche), and that in our model the 1462 
cells are squeezed together, causing the height of the crypt measured in cell positions to be larger 1463 
than 𝑧 .  1464 
 1465 
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8) Cell fate: proliferation, differentiation, arrest, apoptosis 1466 
In the sections above, we have outlined the dynamics of signalling pathways, cell cycle proteins and 1467 
mechanical forces. These processes interact with each other to maintain epithelial homeostasis by 1468 
precisely tuning cell proliferation, differentiation and migration within the crypt geometry.  1469 
 1470 
An overall picture integrating the rules governing cell fate decision is described in Figure 1. Wnt 1471 
levels ≥ 64 arbitrary units (au) are required for stemness maintenance. For a stem cell, lateral 1472 
inhibition is repressed when Notch < 3 au, equivalent to less than 3 secretory cells in the local 1473 
neighbourhood. If Notch is repressed (<3 au) and Wnt >64 au, stem cells differentiate into Paneth 1474 
cells. Paneth cells generate Wnt signals which enhance the production of stem cells and of Paneth 1475 
cells themselves. Niche expansion is modulated by the ZNRF3/RNF43 mediated negative feedback 1476 
mechanism (27) (6) (7) that makes Wnt>64 unobtainable after reaching the homeostatic number of 1477 
stem cells. Furthermore, the duration of the division cycle is dependent on local forces experienced 1478 
by the cell. Cells under high mechanical pressure (in the niche) are subjected to YAP-Hippo regulated 1479 
contact inhibition and with longer cycles accumulate more Wnt and Notch signals. On the other 1480 
hand, cells located outside the niche exhibit shorter cycles and cannot effectively accumulate 1481 
enough Wnt signals to become stem or Paneth cells. 1482 
 1483 
Stem cells with decreased levels of Wnt signalling (<64), usually located outside the niche, 1484 
differentiate into absorptive proliferating progenitors if Notch signalling is active or into secretory 1485 
progenitors if Notch signals < 2 au. This lower Notch threshold value is required to maintain the 1486 
correct balance of absorptive and secretory cells outside the niche, in the absence of large numbers 1487 
of Notch secreting Paneth cells. All cells migrate towards the crypt mouth driven by proliferation 1488 
forces. During this migration the Wnt content in absorptive progenitors is halved in each division 1489 
and, away from Wnt sources, progressively decreases, while BMP signals increase, towards the 1490 
villus. In our model, differentiation into enterocytes occurs when progenitors encounter a BMP 1491 
signal level higher that their Wnt signal content. For instance, in the ileal crypt in homeostasis, this 1492 
occurs approximately at cell position 16 from the crypt base, where progenitors migrating from the 1493 
stem cell niche reach a reduced content of Wnt signals of about 8 a.u. On the other hand, the BMP 1494 
signalling level has a maximum value of 64 at approximately cell position 23 from the crypt base, 1495 
where BMP signals are generated by mature enterocytes. These BMP signals diffuse towards the 1496 
crypt base and, hence, decrease exponentially to reach values of 8 a.u. at approximately position 16, 1497 
which enables differentiation into enterocytes. Epithelial injuries resulting in a decreased number of 1498 
enterocytes reduce BMP signal production and its diffusion range which results in the enlargement 1499 
of the proliferation compartment as cells encounter the required level of BMP signals for 1500 
differentiation only at higher positions in the crypt. 1501 
 1502 
All fate decisions are assumed to be made at the restriction point which in our model is located at 1503 
the end of G1 (106). At the restriction point, cells assess their internal Wnt and Notch levels and if 1504 
these values fulfil the criteria to differentiate, they enter a quiescent state or G0, otherwise they 1505 
proceed to S-phase and become irreversibly committed to complete the cell cycle of variable 1506 
duration depending on local forces. This quiescent state lasts for 4h for all differentiating cells, 1507 
except for absorptive progenitors, which differentiate straightaway into enterocytes. In accordance 1508 
with (107), a secretory progenitor requires an additional 4h to fully mature into a goblet or 1509 
enteroendocrine cell. 1510 
 1511 
Therefore, quiescent stem cells located above the fourth cell position from the crypt base (108) 1512 
(109) (5) emerge naturally in the model as stem cells migrate outside the niche and pause the cycle 1513 
to give rise to non-proliferative secretory progenitors, which have been identified with quiescent 1514 
stem cells (63) (110). Features and behaviours of these cells could be expanded if of interest for the 1515 
model application. 1516 
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 1517 
Cell fate decisions are reversible; a stem cell that leaves the niche and differentiates into a 1518 
progenitor cell can relatively quickly become a stem cell again if regaining enough Wnt signals by 1519 
being pushed back into the niche. This plasticity extends to all cells: all progenitors and fully 1520 
differentiated cells can revert to stem cells when exposed to sufficient levels of Wnt and Notch 1521 
signals, replicating injury recovery mechanisms observed in the crypt (58, 61). We have assumed 1522 
that all cells, except Paneth cells, need to acquire and maintain high levels of Wnt signals (>64) over 1523 
4 hours to complete the process. Dedifferentiating cells shrink to their new smaller size during the 1524 
process if required.  1525 
 1526 
Notch signalling mediates the process of Paneth cell de-differentiation into stem cells to regenerate 1527 
the niche as previously reported (33, 34). Paneth cells not supplying Notch ligands for 12h to 1528 
recipient cells dedifferentiate into stem cells in a process that takes 36h to complete in agreement 1529 
with published findings (34).  1530 
Additionally, Paneth cells in low Wnt conditions (for example, a Paneth cell that is forced out of the 1531 
niche) for 48h will also dedifferentiate into a stem cell, which with low Wnt content rapidly becomes 1532 
a secretory or absorptive progenitor. 1533 
 1534 
Additionally, injured proliferative cells can experience cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, induced by 1535 
drug injury or by natural senescence. In arrested and apoptotic proliferative cells, the production 1536 
rates of the cyclins (𝑉 , 𝑉 , 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝐷  and 𝑉 ) are set to 0 to interrupt the cell cycle. We assumed that 1537 
cells remain arrested until they are shed from the villus tip or reach the end of their lifespan and 1538 
become apoptotic. Apoptotic cells shrink and die with a negative linear rate of  1539 𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑡 = − 𝑟 .𝑡 . 
 1540 
where 𝑟 . is the radius at the onset of apoptosis and 𝑡 . is the time for the completion of 1541 
apoptosis.  1542 
 1543 
9) ABM simulation of Ki-67 and BrdU Staining  1544 
This section discusses the implementation of the Ki-67 and BrdU staining simulations, which can be 1545 
found in Figures 3 and 5, and it is discussed in the Results section. 1546 
For the Ki-67 staining simulation, we considered that a cell is Ki-67 positive if it is going through S-, 1547 
G2- or M-phase of the division cycle. Daughter cells are considered Ki-67 positive, regardless their 1548 
fate, during the first six hours after cell division. This assumption recapitulates the time reported for 1549 
the Ki-67 protein to decay below detectable levels after exiting the cycle (57) and the detection of Ki-1550 
67 in G1 in continuously cycling cells (56). Similarly, cells are assumed to remain Ki-67 positive for 6-1551 
12 hours after drug-induced cell cycle interruption, depending on the phase the cell was in upon 1552 
interruption in our simulations, which recapitulates a previously published report (57) where cells 1553 
exhibited greater Ki-67 levels in later cell cycle phases.  In particular, cells arrested during G1, S, G2 1554 
and M are Ki-67 positive for 6, 8, 10 and 12 hours after arrest, respectively. 1555 
For the BrdU staining simulation, we assumed that cells become BrdU positive by effectively 1556 
incorporate BrdU into their DNA when they are in S-phase or enter S-phase during the BrdU 1557 
exposure window, which is considered to last 2 hours after BrdU administration in agreement with 1558 
previous experimental reports (3). The initial level of BrdU after dosing in each cell is quantified by 1559 𝐵𝑟𝑑𝑈 = Round 𝐾  , 1560 
where Round(X) is the function that rounds X to the nearest integer, 𝐾  is the theoretical 1561 
maximum level of BrdU a cell can incorporate, and 𝑇  is the remaining BrdU exposure time. For 1562 
cells that enter S-phase after BrdU administration, 𝑇  is equal to the remaining BrdU exposure 1563 
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time, while for cells already in S-phase at the time of BrdU dosing, 𝑇  is equal to the exposure 1564 
window or, alternatively, to the remaining duration of S-phase if this is shorter than the exposure 1565 
window. Furthermore,  we considered that a cell is BrdU positive if its BrdU level is >0 and, if 1566 
dividing, the two daughter cells are given a BrdU value of 𝐵𝑟𝑑𝑈  = 𝐵𝑟𝑑𝑈 − 1. This 1567 
consideration recapitulates experimental reports indicating that the BrdU cell content is diluted in 1568 
each division and it is no longer detected after 4–5 generations (55).  1569 
The spatial data from the Ki-67 and BrdU staining experiments comprises the proportion of positive 1570 
cells at each cell position by aggregating spatial counts from 20-50 one-dimensional longitudinal 1571 
strips running from the crypt base to the villus (3, 78). Therefore, cell position is reported in a one-1572 
dimensional space and measured as the cell count from the base of the crypt to the cell itself.  To 1573 
match these observations, we have implemented an algorithm that slices longitudinally the 1574 
simulated crypts to generate 100 one-dimensional strips which are aggregated to estimate the 1575 
proportion of stained cells at each position. 1576 
Furthermore, we estimated a 95% confidence interval, based  on experimental error, around the 1577 
simulated spatial profiles of Ki-67 and BrdU positive cells by assuming that the proportion of stained 1578 
cells, follows a beta distribution with parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽, 𝑃 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎(𝛼, 𝛽). These parameters are 1579 
estimated as follows: 1580 
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where 𝑝 is the simulated proportion and 𝑒 its standard error. We used an estimate of the standard 1582 
error, e, derived from experimental data. We first studied the relationship between the mean value 1583 
and the standard deviation of the proportion in 3 replicated control samples. The experimental data 1584 
suggest that the error is lower for extreme values of 𝑝, i.e. around 0 or 1, and larger for values of 𝑝 1585 
around 0.5 (Appendix - Figure 3). Thus, we described this relationship with a quadratic expression: 1586 
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where 𝑎 , 𝑎  and 𝑎  are the coefficients determined from the replicated control samples and their 1588 
values are displayed in Appendix - Figure 3.  1589 
 1590 
10) What-if Analysis 1591 
We investigated the effect on the simulated crypt of increasing and decreasing the strength of the 1592 
main signalling pathways, Wnt, BMP and ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling, and modifying the Notch 1593 
thresholds. For each alternative parameterisation, except when decreasing ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling, 1594 
the simulation was run for 30 days to ensure stability was reached with the new parameter set and 1595 
the final 10 days were included in the analysis. When decreasing ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling, we 1596 
simulated 60 days to demonstrate the expansion of the niche and analysed the final 10 days. The 1597 
reference parameter set used as baseline was the ileal mouse crypt parameter set reported in 1598 
Appendix - Table 1. In all cases, we only consider modifications of one signalling mechanism at a 1599 
time.  1600 
To study alternative Wnt signalling scenarios, we used the WntRange parameter (Appendix - Table 1601 
1), to double and halve the spreading area of Wnt signals emitted by Paneth cells while we 1602 
maintained the original WntRange value for  Wnt-emitting mesenchymal cells at the bottom of the 1603 
crypt (Appendix Section 7.1) (Appendix - Figures 4A-4F). When WntRange was doubled, we observed 1604 
increased number of stem and Paneth cells in a noticeably enlarged niche (Appendix - Figures 4C-1605 
4D), with cells choosing the stem cell fate instead of differentiating into absorptive progenitors. On 1606 
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the other hand, decreasing Wnt signalling, by halving WntRange in Paneth cells but maintaining its 1607 
homeostatic value in mesenchymal cells, resulted in no apparent changes in niche cell composition 1608 
(Appendix - Figures 4E-4F), which resembled published experimental results of persisting functional 1609 
stem cells after Paneth cell ablation (111). 1610 
The ZNRF3/RNF43-mediated negative feedback mechanism regulates the size of the niche by 1611 
modulating Wnt signalling. We simulated increasing and decreasing the strength of the 1612 
ZNRF3/RNF43, by doubling and halving, respectively,  the parameter Z described in the Appendix 1613 
Section 7.2 (Appendix - Figures 5A-5F). Following the increase of  the intensity of ZNRF3/RNF43 1614 
signalling, we observed a decrease in the number of stem and Paneth cells together with relatively 1615 
minor changes in the transit-amplifying region (Appendix - Figures 5C-5D). On the other hand, when 1616 
decreasing ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling levels, the niche expanded, resulting in a crypt dominated by 1617 
Paneth and stem cells (Appendix - Figures 5E-5F ) which replicates reported experimental 1618 
phenotypes (7). 1619 
To modify Notch signalling, we increased and decreased by 1 A.U. the Notch threshold required for 1620 
lateral inhibition (Appendix - Figures 6A-6F). This Notch signalling threshold determines the number 1621 
of contacting Notch-secreting cells (secretory lineage) required to inhibit the differentiation of stem 1622 
cells into the secretory lineage. Thus, increasing this Notch threshold enhances the production of 1623 
secretory cells leading to the increase of Paneth, goblet and enteroendocrine cells (Appendix - Figure 1624 
6C-6D). Alternatively, decreasing the Notch threshold enhances differentiation into the absorptive 1625 
lineage, reducing the number of Paneth and secretory cells (Appendix - Figure 6E-6F). 1626 
We modified the range of diffusion of BMP signals by doubling and halving the parameter A , 1627 
(Appendix - Figures 7A-7F) which denotes the amount of diffusing BMP signals, and hence affects the 1628 
diffusion range, towards the base of the crypt (Appendix Section 7.4). When we increased the BMP 1629 
signalling range, enterocytes differentiated at lower crypt positions effectively reducing the transit-1630 
amplifying zone (Appendix - Figures 7A-7B). Decreasing BMP signalling strength by halving A resulted 1631 
in the increase of proliferative absorptive progenitors, which reach higher positions in the crypt 1632 
(Appendix - Figure 7C-7D). The niche was largely unaffected in both cases (Appendix - Figure 7E-7F).  1633 
 1634 
11) Model implementation and parametrization 1635 
The model is implemented using the Julia programming language. The mechanical forces, cellular 1636 
motion and biochemical signalling are simulated with a fixed timestep of 𝑑𝑡 =  0.0001 days, while 1637 
the proteins of the cell cycle model are simulated with a timestep of 0.00001 days. Parameter values 1638 
and means used for their identification are detailed in Appendix - Table 1. 1639 
 1640 

Appendix - Figure Captions 1641 
Appendix - Figure 1. Simulated cell lineages in the crypt (A) and villus (B) during a 4-day 1642 

CDK1 inhibition treatment for 6 hours, every 12 hours for 4 consecutive days and following recovery 1643 
in the ABM as described in Figure 4.  1644 

Appendix - Figure 2. Simulated (lines) and observed (symbols) number of cells in the crypt 1645 
(A) and villus (B) during the administration of 50mg/kg of 5-FU twice a day for 4 days and following 1646 
recovery as described in Figure 5; C) Predicted (continuous lines) and observed (dashed line) 1647 
proportions of Ki-67 positive cells along the crypt axis at 6h, 1d, 4d and 6d following the 1648 
administration of 20mg/kg of 5-FU twice a day for 4 days. Shadows depict the 95% confidence 1649 
interval of our simulated staining results assuming that the proportion of staining cells has a beta 1650 
distribution and estimating its error from experimental data; D-E) Predicted (lines) and observed 1651 
(symbols) number of cells in the crypt (D) and villus (E) during the administration of 20mg/kg of 5-FU 1652 
twice a day for 4 days and subsequent recovery. Vertical bars represent dosing times. Symbols 1653 
represent cell counts from individual mice. 1654 
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Appendix - Figure 3. Relationship between the mean and the standard deviation of the 1655 
proportion of Ki-67 (A) and BrdU (B) positive cells observed at several crypt positions in 3 replicated 1656 
control experiments.  1657 

Appendix - Figure 4. Simulated ileal mouse crypt with modified Wnt signalling. Three-1658 
dimensional image (A) and cell composition (B) by position in homeostasis and likewise after 1659 
doubling (C and D) and halving (E and F) Paneth cell generated Wnt signals, maintaining homeostatic 1660 
levels of Wnt of mesenchymal sources. 1661 

Appendix - Figure 5. Simulated ileal mouse crypt with modified ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling. 1662 
Three-dimensional image (A) and cell composition (B) by position in homeostasis and likewise after 1663 
doubling (C and D) and halving (E and F) ZNRF3/RNF43 signalling strength. 1664 

Appendix - Figure 6. Simulated ileal mouse crypt with modified Notch signalling. Three-1665 
dimensional image (A) and cell composition (B) by position in homeostasis and likewise after 1666 
increasing (C and D) and decreasing (E and F) the Notch threshold by 1 a.u. 1667 

Appendix - Figure 7. Simulated ileal mouse crypt with modified BMP signalling. Three-1668 
dimensional image (A) and cell composition (B) by position in homeostasis and likewise after a 4-fold 1669 
increase (C and D) and a 4-fold decrease (E and F, respectively) of BMP signalling strength. 1670 

 1671 
Appendix - Table 1. Parameter values of the ABM model of the mouse small intestinal crypt 1672 

Parameter Value Source/Justification
 Jejunum Ileum

Geometry𝐶 , maximum fold-
increase of the height of 
the crypt 

1.2 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt 𝑞, Hill coefficient of height 

scaling 
3.5 Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in drug-
injured crypt 

Crypt circumference 9 distance units*. Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in a 
homeostatic crypt. 
 
Due to cell compression, this 
results in a crypt 
circumference of 10 cells. 

Villus length 1000 cells (700 for cell 
ablation). 

Biochemical Signalling
BMP/Indian Hedgehog Feedback

z0. z coordinate at the top 
of the crypt in homeostatic 
conditions (measured from 
the edge of stem cell niche 
in the direction of the 
longitudinal crypt villus -z- 
axis) 

18 distance
units*. 

16 
distance 
units*. 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic and drug-
injured crypt. 
 
Due to cell compression, this 
results in a homeostatic 
crypt height of 22-26 
(jejunum) and 20-24 (ileum) 
measured in cell positions. 𝑧 . z coordinate at which 

the number of mature 
enterocytes becomes 
greater than the number 
of absorptive progenitors 
in homeostatic conditions 

14.5 
distance 
units*. 

13 
distance 
units*. 
 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in a 
homeostatic crypt. 
 
Due to cell compression, this 
corresponds to cell position 
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(measured from the edge 
of stem cell niche in the 
direction of the 
longitudinal crypt villus -z- 
axis) 

18 (jejunum) and 16 (ileum). 

𝐸 , homeostatic 
enterocyte count 

940 cells 920 cells
(644 for 
cell 
ablation 
experimen
t) 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic and drug-
injured crypt (112).  
 
Cell ablation experiment 
scaled using 0.7x reduction 
of villus length. 𝑝, Hill coefficient of 

Hedgehog/BMP feedback. 
8.5 4 Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in a drug-
injured crypt. 𝐴, level of BMP signals at 

height ztop 
64 Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
 

B, exponential 
transformation of the 
diffusion coefficient of 

BMP signals  

8 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
 

Wnt Signalling𝑘  152.80 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

WntRange, Wnt signalling 
short-range field around 
Paneth cells and Wnt-
emitting mesenchymal 
cells where Wnt signals 
tethered to receptive cells  

0.35 distance units*. Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

Mesenchymalniche, number 
of Wnt emitting 
mesenchymal cells 
surrounding the stem cell 
niche 

32 cells Assumed equal to the total 
number of epithelial cells in 
the niche in homeostatic 
conditions (4, 97) 𝑀 , maximum number 

of Wnt signals a cell can 
have tethered 

128 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. Value 
chosen to be a power of 2 to 
facilitate dividing Wnt signals 
in half upon cellular division. 
 

Notch Signalling𝑘  200 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

Notch range 0 during homeostasis, 
increasing to 1 cell unit 
with drop in local cell 
density. 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic and drug-
injured crypt.  

ZNRF3/RNF43 Signalling
Z, maximum signal 1  Calibration of ABM to 
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strength immediately 
around the emitting cell 

experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 𝐿 , length scale of 

ZNRF3 signalling. 
1 distance units* Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 𝐾, regulates the 

dependence of the decay 
rate of cell surface-
tethered Wnt molecules 
on ZNRF3/RNF43 signals  

19.1 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

𝑍𝑁𝑅𝐹3∗, ZNRF3 signal 
strength experienced at 
the edge of niche. 

3.5  Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
Maintains homeostatic 
number of stem cells, ≈ 14 − 16 (97) 𝑢, Hill coefficient of ZNRF3 

feedback. 
1 Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in a drug-
injured crypt 

Contact Inhibition and Mechanical Parameters𝑝  3.2 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. ϵ , adhesive 

constant for Paneth-
Paneth interactions. 

0.1111 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. ϵ, adhesive constant for all 

other interactions. 
0.01111 Calibration of ABM to 

experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. ν, Poisson ratio 0.4 Based on published data (88, 
113, 114) 𝐸, Young’s Modulus 25 kPa (Paneth), 4 kPa (all 

others) 
(38)μ . π 𝑟 − 𝑝10000  
Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
Maintains published cell 
transfer velocity of 1 
cell/hour. (115) μ 1 + 2π𝑟3000  

 
(multiplied by 10000 for 
Paneth cells) 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
Maintains published cell 
transfer velocity of 1 
cell/hour. (89) 

Cell Timescales𝑡  10 hours (4)𝑡  21.5 hours (95)
Paneth cell lifespan 54 days (90)
Other cell lifespan 6 days (jejunum), 6.5 days 

(ileum) 
(4 days for villus cells in 
Barker experiment) 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 

Apoptosis Duration 12 hours (116)
Paneth -> Stem de- 48 hours (reversible for Calibration of ABM to 
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differentiation duration first 36 hours) experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. (59) 

Absorptive progenitor -> 
Enterocyte differentiation 
duration 

0 hours Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

All other differentiations 
duration 

4 hours (107)

Duration of ki-67 positivity 6 hours post-
differentiation. 
6/8/10/12 hours after 
drug-induced cell cycle 
interruption in 
G1/S/G2/M phase. 

Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic and drug-
injured crypt.(57). 

𝐾 , theoretical 
maximum level of BrdU 

5.7 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

Cell Fate Decision Parameters
Stem -> Paneth Notch 
threshold 

3 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 

Absorptive/secretory 
Notch threshold 

2 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic and drug-
injured crypt. 

Paneth -> Stem emergency 
Notch threshold 

5 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 
Qualitatively reproduces 
(34). 

Paneth/Stem Wnt 
threshold 

64 Arbitrary parameterisation.

Cell Cycle Modifications𝑐  
 

𝑐  
 

0.962 Calibrated to enable variable 
division time responding to 
mechanical cues. 𝑐  

 
1.175 𝑐  𝑐  

 
0.1 Calibrated to modify G1 

phase duration for variable 
division time. 𝑐  

 
1 𝐾𝐴  𝐾𝐴  

 
2.76 Calibrated to maintain S 

phase duration for variable 
division time. 𝐾𝐴  

 
0.97 

DNA/RNA module𝑣  2 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in 
homeostatic crypt. 𝑣  5 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝑠 3 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
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injured crypt.𝐾  5 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝑡 2 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 

Drug Simulation Parameters
Cdk1 Inhibitor𝑘 ,  70 N/A 𝑘 ,  140 N/A

Mass threshold 4 Mass of cell determining 
cycle arrest for cells unable 
to undergo mitosis. 

5FU Simulation𝑑  50.8 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝐾  13100 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝑛 5.82 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝑑  30.3 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝐾  1610 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 𝑚 1.940 Calibration of ABM to 
experimental data in drug-
injured crypt. 

Computational Parameters𝑑𝑡, timestep for 
movement 

0.0001 days N/A𝑑𝑡 , timestep for cell 
cycle 

0.00001 days N/A

* All distances are normalised such that an average, isolated cell has a diameter of 1 distance unit. 1673 
We have assumed cells are deformable and hence lose the spherical shape upon compression so 1674 
that the cell diameters, in both the z-axis direction (longitudinal crypt-villus axis), as well as in the y-x 1675 
plane (crypt transversal circumference) are smaller than 1 unit and result in inequality between the 1676 
number of cells and the distance units. 1677 
 1678 
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